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Abstract 

The thesis studies the macroeconomic effects of oil price shocks using a dynamic 

stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) model in the context of a small open economy. 

It examines the role of exchange rate flexibility in smoothing the adjustments of the 

economy to oil price shocks and provides a possible explanation to the different 

responses of the economy to similar oil price changes during the 1970s and after the 

1980s. The thesis has three essays. 

In the first essay, I set up the baseline model with labor and oil as the input factors 

of production. The small open economy is assumed to import oil from other countries. 

The study is motivated by the close relationship between terms and trade and real 

exchange rate fluctuations. Since the volatility of terms of trade seems largely due to 

the oil price shocks, the variations in oil price may actually explain the variation in 

real exchange rate. Also, as the economy shows very different responses to similar oil 

price shocks during the 1970s and after the 1980s, the effects of oil price shocks under 

different exchange rate regimes are analyzed. I show that one possible explanation for 

the apparent different responses is the policy shift to more flexible exchange rate 

regimes, which could have helped to absorb the exogenous shocks in the economy. 

In the second essay, I extend the baseline model by including capital as an input in 

production. By doing this, I can examine the effects of oil price shocks in a more 

realistic framework. The results of the extended model are similar with the baseline 

model. The economy exhibits lower fluctuations in output and capital under relatively 

i 
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flexible exchange rate regimes regardless of the degrees of openness. Specifically, I 

assume that capital accumulation is subject to the adjustment cost in which the capital 

rental cost after capital depreciation does not always equal to foreign nominal interest 

rate. 1 also show that the smaller impact on output can be attributed to the lower share 

of oil in the production. 

In the third essay, oil is not only used as an input in production, it is also 

consumed directly by households. I compare four alternative monetary policy rules: a 

fixed exchange rate and three types of inflation targeting rules. Other than the 

exchange rate as the target of monetary policy, the presence of oil in the total 

consumer price index opens the question of whether monetary authorities should react 

to fluctuations in total CPI, non-oil CPI, or domestic production price index. The 

welfare analysis indicates that the central bank should choose domestic price index as 

its measure of inflation because it results in the lowest welfare loss. In contrast, when 

the central bank targets the nominal exchange rate, it results in the highest welfare 

loss. 

2 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Oil Price Shocks and Exchange Rate Regimes: Some Evidence 

Oil price shocks are generally regarded as an important source of economic 

fluctuations and studies have shown a strong correlation between increase in oil prices 

and subsequent economic downturns.' The recent sharp rise in oil prices is 

comparable (in percentage terms measured from trough to peak) to the oil price rise in 

the 1970s. Instead of the stagflation as in the 1970s, however, the GDP growth and 

inflation have remained relatively stable in many countries. In a recent issue of World 

Economic Outlook (2007), the IMF research department did extensive research of the 

potential impact of higher oil prices on the world economy. According to their 

analysis, the percentage deviation in real GDP is around -0.1 for most of the 

developed countries, and around -0.2 for the developing countries for permanent $5 

per barrel increase in the price of oil in 2000.2 On the other hand, looking back to the 

recessions in the 1970s, I can see most economies experienced low growth, high 

inflation and high unemployment at the same time. Hamilton (2008) estimates that 

GDP growth would have been slower by 2.9% after a 10% increase in oil price using 

data from 1949 to 1980 but the growth would only be 0.7% slower using data from 

1949 to 2005. 

1 See Hamilton (1983, 1996). Gisser and Goodwin (1986), Rotemberg and Woodford (1996) 
2 $5 per barrel is around 20% increase from the base price. 
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Blanchard and Gali (2007) compare the macroeconomic performance of G7 

countries in the aftermath of the oil price shocks during the 1970s and the 1990s. 

They define a large oil shock as an episode involving a 50% cumulative change in the 

oil price and find that the effects of oil price shocks have been greatly reduced in the 

1990s compared to the 1970s. Following their work, I compare the effect of an oil 

price shock for selected emerging countries. Table 1 shows the average inflation 

over eight quarters right after each episode's benchmark date (at which the cumulative 

rise in oil price is above 50%) minus the average inflation over eight quarters 

immediately preceding each run-up period (when the oil price starts to rise). The 

Table shows significant moderation in changes of inflation.4 Using a similar method. 

Table 2 shows moderation in changes of GDP growth. It exhibits lower higher GDP 

growth rate in the two recent periods of oil price increase. 

A possible explanation to the milder responses to oil price shocks may be that 

since 1980s, many countries have switched to more flexible exchange rate regimes.5 

As argued by Friedman (1953), flexible exchange rate regimes may insulate the 

economy from external shocks. He contends that when prices and wages are sticky, 

the effects of real shocks on output are milder under flexible exchange rate regimes 

because the adjustments in nominal exchange rates allow the real exchange rate to 

3 We select Korea, Israel and Taiwan as the representatives of oil-importing emerging economy and 

they are all under flexible exchange rate regime according to de facto exchange rate arrangements after 

the 1990s. 
4 Benchmark date refers to the date when the cumulative increase in oil price is above 50%. 
5 Levy-Yeyati and Sturzenegger (2002) and Broda (2004) use various measures of de facto exchange 

rate regimes and document that many countries switched to more flexible exchange rate regimes. We 

elaborate on this point in Chapter 2. 
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adjust quickly thereby eliminating excess demand and mitigating the contraction in 

output.6 Under fixed exchange rate regimes, the adjustment in real exchange rate 

occurs through domestic prices, which adjust only slowly. This results in the 

persistence of excess demand and worsening of the output contraction. 

Broda (2004) tests Friedman's hypothesis using a sample of 75 developing 

countries during the post Bretton Woods period. He assesses whether the response of 

real GDP, real exchange rates, and prices to terms of trade shocks differ systematically 

across exchange rate regimes. He finds that responses are significantly different 

across regimes in a way that supports Friedman's (1953) hypothesis. Countries with 

more flexible regimes tend to have small real GDP losses and immediate large real 

depreciations. Edwards and Levy-Yeyati (2005) use a sample of 100 countries to 

assess the impact of terms of trade shocks on output growth. Their findings are 

consistent with Friedman's hypothesis that the effects of terms of trade shocks are 

larger under more rigid exchange rate regimes. 

Researchers often use exogenous shocks such as terms of trade to examine the 

stabilizing role of exchange rate regimes. I use oil price shocks instead of terms of 

trade shocks because terms of trade shock may be driven largely by oil price shocks. 

Figure 1 plots the annual nominal oil price and terms of trade from 1965 to 2005 and 

it clearly shows co-movement between the two series. Furthermore, Backus and 

Crucini (2000) find that the increased volatility in the terms of trade seems largely due 

6 Real exchange rate is defined as relative price expressed in common currency or the foreign price 

multiplied by the nominal exchange rate divided by domestic price. Nominal exchange rate is defined 

as local currency divided by foreign currency. 
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to the increased volatility in the relative price of oil. 

As I mentioned above, real exchange rates could adjust quickly or slowly to oil 

price shocks depending on countries' exchange rate regimes. However, real exchange 

rate seems to be correlated with movement in oil prices. This can be seen in Figure 2, 

which plots the annual nominal oil price and real exchange rate in the United States 

from 1975 to 2005.7 Hence, several authors have empirically investigated the effects 

of oil price shocks on real exchange rates. Zhou (1995) investigates the long-run 

relationship regarding the determination of the real exchange rate using a series of 

tests. She shows that the real exchange rates react to changes in the real oil price, the 

domestic and foreign fiscal variables, the differentials of productivity growth, and the 

monetary differentials. Chen and Chen (2007) investigate the long-run relationship 

between real oil prices and real exchange rates using a monthly panel of G7 countries 

from 1972:1 to 2005:10. They show that real oil prices may have been the dominant 

source of real exchange rate movements. 

The goal of this thesis is to shed light on the nature of the apparent differences in 

the macroeconomic effects of oil price shocks. I also aim to examine the role of oil 

price shocks in determining the variations in real exchange rates in the context of a 

general equilibrium model. The general equilibrium model allows us to examine the 

structural relationships among output, real exchange rates and other macroeconomic 

variables under different exchange rate regimes in the presence of oil price shocks. 

7 Data source: International Financial Statistics 
8 She employs the cointegration tests, the vector error correction model, and the common stochastic 

trend approach with variance decomposition. 

6 
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One of the limitations of dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models 

is that it cannot capture the asymmetric effects of oil price shocks. The asymmetric 

effects of oil price shocks are well documented in literature.9 Hamilton (1988) offers 

an explanation that asymmetry could be the result of adjustment costs to changing oil 

prices. He suggests that the price adjustment could retard economic activity. Therefore, 

rising oil prices would present two negative effects for economic activity while falling 

oil prices would present both positive and negative effects for economic activity. Chen, 

Finney and Lai (2005) analyze asymmetric gasoline price adjustment using threshold 

cointegration analysis. They find evidence of asymmetry not only in short-run and 

long-run adjustment but also across spot and future markets. In other words, a rise in 

oil prices results in a faster response in gasoline prices than a reduction in oil prices. 

They also conclude that the asymmetry occurs primarily at the down stream stage 

where the cost of adjustment could be even higher. This could imply that a positive oil 

price shock would have a larger impact on the economy than a negative oil price 

shock. I consider the larger economic effects of a positive oil price shock and the 

limitation of the DSGE model in focusing on the economic effects of positive oil price 

shocks. 

1.2 My Approach 

I evaluate the impact of oil price shocks and focus on the stabilizing role of 

exchange rate regimes in a small open economy using dynamic stochastic general 

9 Mork (1994), Hamilton (1996), Huntington (1998), Hamilton and Herrera (1999) 
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equilibrium (DSGE) models. In the first essay, 1 set up my baseline model which 

assumes that the small open economy imports oil from other countries. Figure 3 

shows a diagram of the model. The infinitely lived households do not consume oil 

directly and, for simplicity, domestic firms only use oil and labor as their inputs. Also, 

the economy is small in the sense that it cannot affect the foreign price level. Foreign 

output, foreign interest rate, foreign price level, and oil price denominated in foreign 

currency are assumed to be exogenous. To capture the frictions in the goods market, I 

follow Calvo (1983) in modeling pricing behavior where only a fraction of firms 

adjust their prices in a given period. By making specific the rule of monetary policy, I 

can derive the log-linearized version of the model and solve for the numerical 

solutions.10 

I find that flexible exchange rate regimes better absorb positive oil price shocks. 

Under a more flexible exchange rate regime, both output and consumption have 

smaller fluctuations when countries are hit by positive oil price shocks. Specifically, 

the economy benefits from the initial currency appreciation, which induces lower 

input cost and inflation rate. The eventual depreciation of domestic currency can 

strengthen the competitiveness of home country products. On the other hand, if the 

nominal exchange rates are fixed, the economy can rely only on the slow adjustment 

in prices to get rid of excess demand in goods market. The process could be prolonged. 

The simulation results are consistent with Freidman's (1953) hypothesis regarding the 

stabilizing role of flexible exchange rate regimes. The dynamic responses of output, 

10 Rotemberg and Woodford (1998), Clarida, Gali. and Gertler (1999), and Monacelli (2004) use the 

same monetary policy rule. 
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terms of trade and real exchange rate to oil price shocks are in line with the findings 

of Backus and Crucini (2000) and Broda (2004). Output and consumption decrease 

when the economy is hit by a positive oil price shock, while inflation and nominal 

interest rate increase. Also, terms of trade and real exchange rate are procyclical, 

which are in line with the findings of Mendoza (1995) and Backus and Crucini 

(2000). 

In the second essay, I extend the baseline model and include capital as an input in 

production. I examine the roles of structural changes—shifts in exchange rate regime 

and reduced oil share of output—to explain the milder responses of the economy to 

similar oil price shocks after the 1990s. The extended model is more realistic since it 

can explain the significant effect of oil price shocks in a manner that is consistent with 

the observed low oil share of output. I follow Kim and Loungani (1992) in using a 

nested constant elasticity of substitution (CES) production function. Specifically, I 

assume capital accumulation is subjected to the adjustment cost. The friction in the 

capital market guarantees there is a difference between domestic nominal rental cost 

after capital depreciation and foreign nominal interest rate. Households cannot smooth 

their consumption immediately after the shocks using bonds. Both capital and 

investment drop due to positive oil price shocks, and rental cost on capital increases 

not only because of the higher demand on capital due to substitution effect but also 

because of less accumulated capital due to investment cost. My simulation results are 

generally consistent with those of the baseline model, which indicates that the 

baseline model is robust despite the exclusion of capital. 

9 
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In the third essay, oil is not only used in production but also consumed directly by 

households. I conduct a welfare analysis on which variable would be the appropriate 

target for the central bank: the exchange rate or three different measures of inflation. 

The three different measures of inflation are overall CPI, non-oil CP1, and domestic 

production price index. I find that welfare loss is highest when the central bank targets 

the exchange rate. The welfare loss is lowest when the central bank targets domestic 

prices. 

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 builds up the baseline model and 

considers the role of flexible exchange rate regimes in mitigating oil price shocks; 

Chapter 3 extends the baseline model by introducing capital accumulation with 

adjustment cost; and Chapter 4 introduces oil in the consumption basket and discusses 

the welfare effects when the central banks target the exchange rate and different 

measures of inflation. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis. 

10 
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Table 1 Oil shock episodes: change in inflation (%) 

Israel 
Korea 

Taiwan 

01 
3.5 
3.27 
-1.4 

02 
12.7 
2.65 
2.1 

03 
-1.6 

-4.73 
-0.1 

04 
-0.35 
1.28 

0.15 

AVG(1,2) 
8.1 
2.96 
0.35 

AVG (3,4) 
0.975 
-1.725 
0.025 

Notes: 1. As in Blanchard and Gali (2007). 0 1 , 02, 03 . 04 represent four episodes during which a 

cumulative change in oil price is above 50%. The benchmark date for each episode: 01 (1974:1), 

02 (1979:3), 03 (1999:3), 04 (2003:1). The run-up period for each episode: 01 (1973:3-1974:1), 

02 (1979:1-1980:2), 03 (1999:1-2000:4), 04 (2002:1-2007:3): 2. Data source: International 

Financial Statistics, Data Stream. I focus on the oil-importing emerging countries, but the limited 

data for the given period do not allow us to include more countries. 
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Table 2 Oil shock episodes: change in GDP growth (%) 

Israel 
Korea 

Taiwan 

01 
-6.64 
-0.72 

-1.7 

02 
4.6 
-2.6 
-1.1 

03 

0 
1.4 

-1.05 

04 

0.7 
-0.1 

0.87 

AVG(1,2) 

-2.04 
-3.32 
-1.4 

AVG (3,4) 

0.7 
1.3 

0.09 

Note: 1. Period definition is the same as in the change in inflation, the average GDP Growth rate 
over eight quarters after each benchmark date is compared against the average GDP growth rate 
over eight quarters immediate preceding each run-up period; 2. Data source: International 
Financial Statistics, Data Stream. 
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Figure 1 Nominal oil price and terms of trade 

OIL PRICE AND TERMS OF TRADE 

•>•»& 
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Figure 2 Nominal oil price and real exchange rate 

OIL PRICE AND REAL EXCHANGE RATE 

1990 1995 
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Figure 3 Model structure 
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Chapter 2 

Oil price Shocks, Exchange rate, and Macroeconomic Fluctuations: 

A Baseline Model 

2.1 Introduction 

Over the past thirty years, researchers have explored the relationships between 

oil price shocks and the macroeconomic performance and have viewed oil price 

shocks as an important source of economic fluctuations. The rise in oil price could 

have a direct effect on the economy as it could alter households' consumption 

decisions and firms' cost structure through which it eventually changes the domestic 

price level. A sharp rise in oil price often causes concerns that economic downturns 

will subsequently follow. Indeed, oil price increases are considered to be the main 

reason for the "stagflation" in the 1970s. In contrast, the dramatic rise in oil price 

over the last few years did not induce significant economic decline. While the price 

of West Texas Intermediate oil was about US$19 per barrel by the end of 2001, it 

reached US$90 per barrel by the end of 2007. When oil prices tripled after 2000, 

most economies did not experience recessions. In some countries affected by the oil 

price hikes, the recessions have been milder than in the 1970s. A question that arises 

is: why are macroeconomic effects of oil price shocks so different in the 2000s from 

the 1970s? 

One possible explanation to the different economic effects of the oil price shocks 

in the 1970s compared to the 2000s may be that countries have switched to more 

16 
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flexible exchange rate regimes in the past thirty years. In the early 1970s, major 

currencies (US dollar and French Franc) began to float, but most developing 

countries continued to peg their exchange rate—either to a single key currency 

(usually US dollar or French Franc) or to a basket of currencies. The International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) uses the de jure classification of exchange rate regimes based 

on the publicly stated commitments of monetary authorities. From 1975 to 1996, an 

increasing number of developing countries have adopted flexible exchange rate 

regimes. Only 10 percent of developing countries were under flexible exchanger rate 

regime in 1975, and over 50 percent adopted flexible exchange rate regime in 

1996.12 

Instead of de jure classification of exchange rate regimes, Broda (2004) uses 

Ghosh, Ostry and Wolfs (1994) de facto classification of exchange rate to group 75 

developing countries according to their the exchange rate regimes. He classifies less 

than 10 countries under intermediate and flexible exchange regimes and more than 

60 countries under fixed exchange rate regime in 1973. In contrast, he classifies 

more than 50 countries under flexible exchange rate regime and less than 25 

countries under fixed exchange rate regime in 1998. Levy-Yeyati and Sturzenegger 

(2002) classify the exchange rate regimes of 183 countries based on the volatility of 

reserves and exchange rates. They report that in 1974, 74% of countries can be 

classified under the fixed exchange rate regime and 26% of countries can be 

" Blanchard and Oali (2007) attribute the mild effects of the oil price shocks in recent years to the 

four factors: good luck, smaller share of oil in production, more flexible labor market, and 

improvements in monetary' policy. 
12 IMF World Economy Outlook (October 1997). 
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classified under intermediate of flexible exchange rate regimes. By 2000, 58% are 

under fixed exchange rate regime and 42% are under intermediate and flexible 

exchange rate regimes. Rogoff et al. (2003) use Reinhart and RogofFs (2004) 

"Natural" classificatioa which considers severe macroeconomic episodes that could 

cause large devaluations as "free falling" rather than flexible exchange rates and 

information on dual or parallel exchange rates as alternatives to official exchange 

rates. Rogoff et al. find that emerging economies have moved from harder pegs 

toward softer pegs or more flexible exchange rate regimes from the 1970s to the 

2000. This trend generally holds from 1970 to 1990 with countries moving away 

from harder to softer pegged regimes. However, they report a reversal of this trend 

after 1990 for developing countries and European Union countries. 

When countries change to more flexible exchange rate regimes, they could better 

insulate their economies from oil price shocks. This idea was first proposed by 

Friedman (1953). He argues that with sticky prices, an economy hit by real shocks 

can change relative prices quickly when nominal exchange rates are flexible so it 

experiences smaller variations in output. More specifically, if the exchange rates are 

flexible, relative prices adjust with the movement in the nominal exchange rates 

thereby reducing the excess demand in the goods market. In contrast, if the nominal 

exchange rates are fixed, relative prices between countries cannot adjust quickly due 

to short run price stickiness. This exacerbates the excess demand in the goods market, 

which in turn makes the real economy more volatile. Hence, the impact on output 

would be larger when the country's exchange rate is fixed. 

is 
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Friedman's hypothesis may be tested by examining the relationship between 

exchange rate regimes and macroeconomic aggregates such as output and inflation. 

Ghosh et al. (1997) use least square regression models on data of 136 countries over 

thirty years to examine the link among exchange rate regimes, GDP growth, and 

inflation. They find that inflation is lower and output volatility is higher under pegged 

than under floating exchange rate regimes. Their findings are consistent with 

Friedman's hypothesis. Broda (2004) studies the relationship among real GDP, real 

exchange rates, and prices across different exchange regimes when countries are hit 

by terms of trade shocks. Using a panel vector autoregressive (VAR) model and a 

sample of 75 developing countries from 1973-1996, he finds real GDP to be less 

volatile and real exchange rates to adjust more quickly under flexible than pegged 

exchange rate regimes. He also finds that most of the adjustments under pegged 

regimes occur in domestic prices. He finds support for Friedman's hypothesis. 

Edwards and Levy-Yeyati (2005) also consider the impact of terms-of-trade shocks on 

the macro economy under alternative exchange rate regimes. They use growth 

regressions on a sample of 100 countries over the period 1974-2000 to show that 

terms of trade shocks are amplified in countries with more rigid exchange rate 

regimes. Their findings are consistent with Friedman's hypothesis. Instead of 

terms-of-trade shocks, Al-Abri (2007) investigates the impact of oil price shocks on 

the economies of nine OECD countries from 1973 to 2004.13 He classifies nine 

countries based on their exchange rate regimes. Using a panel VAR model, he finds 

13 Backus and Crucini (2000) find thai variability in the terms of trade can be accounted for mostly 

by variability in the relative oil price during the 1972 to 1987 period. 
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less variability in output growth under flexible exchange rate than fixed exchange rate 

regimes. His findings support Friedman's hypothesis. 

Generally, empirical studies examine the effects of terms-of-trade or oil price 

shocks under different exchange rate regimes using regression models such as the 

VAR to decompose the direct effects of the shocks on output and other 

macroeconomic variables. However, these empirical studies have the following 

limitations. (1) The VAR model is estimated in reduced form so it cannot fully 

capture the structural relationships of the variables to determine the channels through 

which the shocks can affect output. (2) The studies are conducted in post-Bretton 

Woods period during which countries have changed their exchange rate regimes. 

This could cause the VAR coefficients to be unstable and subject the results to the 

Lucas critique. (3) The grouping of countries based on their exchange rate regimes is 

complicated not only by countries' changing their exchange rate regimes over time 

but also by the inconsistency between the countries' de jure and de facto 

classification of their exchange rate regimes. 

In this chapter. I use a baseline dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) 

model to examine the effects of an oil price shock on a small open economy under 

different exchange rate regimes. The model is characterized by nominal rigidities in 

the adjustment of prices. To simplify the analysis, I consider only two inputs in 

production: labor and oil. I assume productivity as exogenous. Oil price is also 

considered exogenous and it is used only in the domestic production. To compare the 

impact of oil price shocks under different exchange rate regimes, I use an interest 
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rate rule that assigns different weights to deviations of nominal exchange rate from a 

theoretical parity.14 

The model indicates that the positive oil price shocks results in a smaller drop in 

output and consumption under flexible exchange rate than fixed exchange rate 

regimes. This is consistent with Friedman's hypothesis. Considering that countries 

have changed to more flexible exchange rate regimes from 1973 to the 1990, I show 

that the switch to more flexible exchange rate could partly explain the milder impact 

of the recent oil price shocks on output and consumption. I also find that fluctuations 

of nominal and real exchange rates are more pronounced under flexible exchange 

rate than under fixed exchange rate. 

2.2 Related Literature 

Many researchers have examined the impact of oil price shocks on major 

macroeconomic variables either empirically or theoretically in the context of closed 

or open economies. From the empirical perspective, evidence shows a statistically 

significant correlation between high oil price and low GDP growth. Hamilton (1983) 

uses a six-variable system of equations to examine the role of oil price in the 

movement of output. He finds that oil price increases contributed to the recessions in 

the United States and most OPEC countries from 1970s to 1980s. Gisser and 

Goodwin (1986) and Burbidge and Harrison (1984) find similar evidence for a larger 

group of countries. In contrast, Bernanke, Gertler and Watson (1997) —BGW 

14 Monacelli (2004) uses a similar monetary policy setting. 
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hereafter—focus on the role of the response of monetary policy to oil price shocks in 

the United States. They argue that the rise in oil prices itself could not dampen the 

economy. Instead, they contend that recessions are mainly caused by contractionary 

monetary policy implemented by the Federal Reserve in response to the oil price 

shock. They compare scenarios under alternative policies using VAR and show that 

the resulting tightening of monetary policy is the key factor for economic downturns 

after oil price shocks. They conclude that expansionary policy can alleviate the 

recessionary effects of an oil price shock. Hamilton and Herrera (2004) challenge 

BGW's suggestion by pointing out that the Fed may not be able to reduce federal 

funds rate by enough points through additional money creation. They also indicate 

that the oil price changes in BGW's research are much smaller than they should be 

using a different model specification. 

Empirical studies have focused on the effects of oil price shocks and the role of 

monetary policy response to the shocks. These studies have used VAR models to 

decompose the direct effects of oil price shocks on output and other macroeconomic 

variables and to analyze monetary policies. As mentioned above, VAR analysis is 

limited by the lack of structural interpretation on its reduced-form coefficients. 

Hence, it is difficult to determine the contributions of monetary policy and to 

evaluate alternative monetary policy regimes. 

From the theoretical perspective, Bruno and Sachs (1982), Kim and Loungani 

(1992), Rotemberg and Woodford (1996) and Finn (2000) analyze the effects of oil 

price increases on output. Kim and Loungani (1992) as well as Finn (2000) analyze 
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the impact of oil price increases under perfect competition with real business models. 

Kim and Loungani (1992) innovatively include energy as a productive input and 

model the relative price of energy as an exogenous random process. They show that 

the introduction of energy price shocks reduces the reliance of the real business cycle 

models on unobserved technology shocks. Finn (2000) shows that an increase in the 

price of energy works much like an adverse technology shock which induces 

contraction in economic activity. He also shows that the power and persistence of 

energy price shocks come from the relationship between energy usage and capital 

services.15 That is, energy is essential to the utilization of capital. Capital is never 

fully utilized because of energy costs and depreciation costs. Rotemberg and 

Woodford (1996) address the effects of positive oil price shocks in an 

imperfect-competition framework using a dynamic general equilibrium model. They 

argue that the imperfect-competition model has greater power in explaining the 

relationships between oil price shocks and economic aggregates. Nevertheless, since 

the above models do not assume price rigidities, they cannot consider nominal 

variables and the role of monetary policy. Hence, these models cannot address issues 

pertaining to the interaction between oil price shocks and monetary policy. 

More recently, Clarida, Gali and Gertler (2000) estimate a forward-looking 

monetary policy reaction function for the post war United States economy. They 

demonstrate a significant difference in the way monetary policy was conducted 

before and after 1979. They argue that the difference could be an important source 

1 Capital services are defined as the product of capital stock at the beginning of the period and the 

utilization rate of capital during that period. 
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of the shift in macroeconomic behavior. Their estimates indicate that the Federal 

Reserve's stabilizing policy is not implemented well during the pre-1979 period in 

the sense that the nominal interest rate moved less than one-for-one with expected 

inflation. To stabilize the economy, the Federal Reserve aggressively reduced the 

nominal interest rate with injected liquidity during the pre-1979 period. The injected 

liquidity, however, could raise current and expected inflation, which would induce an 

offsetting upward pressure on the nominal interest rate. Leduc and Sill (2004) use a 

similar monetary policy rule to investigate the effects of oil price shocks in the 

United States in the context of a closed economy. They find that after an oil price 

shock, the systematic component of monetary policy accounts for up to two thirds of 

the fall in output. Their model shows that interest rate rules that place a high weight 

on inflation lead to a smaller loss in output. In contrast, the interest rate rules that 

place a high weight on output gap lead to worse outcomes for output, inflation, and 

interest rate. 

The current theoretical literature on oil price shocks often use models that 

assume a closed economy. However, empirical literature finds that oil price changes 

affect real exchange rates and relative prices, which in turn affect output. To address 

the effects of oil price shocks on relative prices and real exchange rates, I use an 

open-economy DSGE model, also known as the new open-economy macroeconomic 

(NOEM) model, which was developed by Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995, 2000). These 

models embed micro-founded behavior into DSGE framework. The advantages of 

these models for monetary policy analysis are two-fold. First, because of the 
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microfoundations, an explicit discussion of the parameters and shocks makes it 

possible to compare the different policy regimes. Second, the utility of households in 

the economy provides a consistent welfare criterion for policy analysis. 

Based on a NOEM framework, Goodfriend and King (1997) and Devereux (2000) 

use open economy DSGE models to study the short-run dynamics and long-run 

relationship between macroeconomic aggregates. Goodfriend and King (1997) 

analyze the effect of monetary policy using two complementary approaches: 

aggregate demand and aggregate supply. They find that inflation expectation is still 

critical to successful monetary policy rule under NOEM framework, but the 

expectation is amendable to management by a monetary policy rule. Devereux 

(2000) uses a two-country sticky price DSGE model to see whether fixing the 

exchange rate prevents macroeconomic adjustment in relative price from occurring 

in face of terms of trade shocks. He concludes that a pegged exchange rate regime 

outperforms a floating exchange rate regime if monetary policy is passive. If 

monetary policy is active, exchange rate flexibility leads to lower fluctuations in 

output and employment. These models allow tracking exchange rate effects and at 

the same time examining the interactions between different economic sectors, 

monetary and fiscal policies, and key economic indicators.16 

My baseline NOEM model differs from the previous models that examine oil 

price shocks in two important dimensions. First, oil price shocks are analyzed in an 

open economy framework. This assumption allows for the examination of the 

16 See Lane (2000), Gali and Monacelli (2002), Bergin (2003), Monacelli (2004) 
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relationship between oil price shocks and real exchange rate fluctuations. Second, it 

allows for sensitivity analysis under changing exchange rate regimes, which has not 

been addressed before. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.3 presents the model, 

and section 2.4 describes its calibration. Section 2.5 presents the simulation and 

sensitivity analysis, and section 2.6 concludes.17 

2.3 The Model 

To analyze the way in which oil price shocks affect macroeconomic aggregates, I 

use a DSGE model of a small open economy. There are two assumptions. First, 

households do not consume oil directly. Following Kim and Loungani (1992) and 

Rotemberg and Woodford (1996), oil will only be used in production. Second, the 

economy is small in the sense that it cannot affect the foreign price level. Foreign 

interest rate, foreign output level, and foreign inflation are exogenous. 

2.3.1 Households 

The households consume baskets of differentiated domestic and foreign goods 

(They are both tradable and indexed byj). DefinePW(= j PH,(j) dj\ and 

PFl=\\ PFl(j)
l~ dj\ as the utility-based price indexes associated to the baskets 

of domestic and foreign varieties of goods, respectively. Both price indexes are 

17 The derivation of the model is shown in appendix A. 
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expressed in units of domestic currency. Let PHl(j)(orPf-, (_/)) be the price of the 

individual goody, where <9>lis the elasticity of substitution between varieties 

within each category. In each period, the households optimally allocate their 

expenditure on differentiated goods within each category. The demand functions for 

a specific product are: 

( T, / A Y * 
c„AJ) ^ # ] CH,„C,AJ)JP>'U) 

P 
V rH.I J 

P 
C,,, (2.1) 

For ally e [0,l], good j is produced by a continuum of firms (owned by domestic 

households), where CH, m I £ CHJ (j) ~ dj\ and CF, »(j0 C>,, (/) " dj\ 

are composite indexes of domestic and foreign (imported) goods, respectively. The 

households consume a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) composite of both 

home products (CH ) and foreign products (CF): 

c, = (r"pc^p + (1 - yfs c^")"""' (2.2) 

where j ' e[0, ll. y is the share of home-produced goods in total consumption, 

(l - y) represents the share of foreign-produced goods, and p>\ is the elasticity of 

substitution between domestic and foreign goods. A consumption-based price index 

can be written as: 

P,=(rPH:?+(i-r)PX)m~P (2-3) 

The domestic economy is populated by a continuum of infinitely-lived identical 

households, which is index by/. From here on, I will drop the indexation for 

simplicity. Across time, the representative domestic household maximizes the utility 

function given by: 
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£,!>' 
C]'a N)+v 

(2.4) 
1 —cr \ + <p 

where cr>0 , <p>0 . fi is the discount factor and / Je (0 , l) . l/cr is the 

intertemporal elasticity of substitution, and q> is the elasticity of labor substitution. 

E, is the expectation operator. C, is the consumption and N, is the labor supply of 

the representative household at time / . The first term in the objective utility 

function represents the utility of goods consumption and the second term captures 

the disutility of work effort. In each period, the representative household holds only 

bonds denominated in domestic currency as his assets. He derives income from 

working and makes consumption decisions. In the baseline model, I assume there is 

no capital accumulation. The household's budget constraint can be written as: 

P,C,+E, (*„,) = W,N, +{\ + i,)B, +r, (2.5) 

where Bt is the quantity of nominal bonds acquired in time t and expiring in time 

t +1, /, is the nominal interest rate, Wt is the nominal wage, and r, is the lump-sum 

transfer payment. 

The first order conditions (FOC) deduced from the maximization of equation 

(2.4) subject to the budget constraint, equation (2.5), with respect to C, and BM 

generate the following relationships: 

C'° P 
± - = 5- (2.6) 
TV; w, 

l̂ f 
v - O / 

= E. 
vi+<;+, p, 

i p 
,+l (2.7) 

Equation (2.6) states the relationship between the utility from consumption and 

disutility for labor. Equation (2.7) is the Euler equation governing the dynamic 
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evolution of consumption. Given the nominal interest rate, if the current price level 

is low relative to the future price level, the current consumption is .encouraged over 

the future consumption. 

To keep the analysis simple, in this small open economy, domestic production 

does not affect foreign price level, so P* =Pp. Assuming that foreign households 

have similar preferences as those of domestic households, the foreign demand for 

home produced goody is given by:18 

c„AJ)= 
KM 

p' 
C* = PHAJ) 

p c 

where 

c;,=(i-x*) 
( P' V 

rH,l 

P' 
\ I J 

c; 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

2.3.2 Domestic firms 

The representative firm acts as a monopoly in the production of a single good j . 

For simplicity, I employ a Cobb-Douglas production function. The firm uses two 

inputs, labor and oil, according to the following specification: 

Y,{j) = 4K(j)or(j) (2.10) 

where 0 < a < 1 . a represents labor share in the production. Variable A, 

represents a total factor productivity shifter that is common to all firms. Af, and 

Ot represent labor and oil, respectively. 

I follow Monacelli (2004) in addressing the price stickiness in which the firm can 

Here and afterward, * represent rest of the foreign countries. 
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be imagined as composed of two units: a production unit and a pricing unit. The 

constant return to scale production technology implies that the unit cost equals to the 

nominal marginal cost, then the efficiency condition can be written as: 

- ^ - - 5 - (2.11) 

mc, 7-4- = (2.12) 
dO,(j) PHJ 

where mct is the real marginal cost. P0*, is the oil price denominated in foreign 

currency, and f, is the nominal exchange rate. 

Following Calvo (1983), firms set prices on a staggered basis. In each period, 

firms that adjust their price are randomly selected, and a fraction 1 - <j> of all firms 

adjusts while the remaining <f>p fraction does not adjust. The parameter ^represents 

the degree of nominal rigidity. A larger <f>p implies fewer firms adjust their price and 

the expected time between price changes will be longer. As the pricing unit, the 

domestic firm /faces domestic and foreign demand. Profits at some future date 

t + k are affected by the choice of price at time t only if the firm has not received 

another opportunity to adjust its price between time t and time t + k. The probability 

of this situation is^*. This implies that the domestic firm /will reset price PJf^XQ 

maximize their profit which can be expressed as: 

E. \ £ w *>•>+> [*& O)-MC>+* (•/)>»* t/)} <2-i3> 

subject to the overall demand 

Y,AM[^A [CH,+*+C'Hj+k] (2.14) 
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where A,,+Jtis the time-varying portion of the firm's discount factor. M7, is the 

nominal marginal cost. 

The first order condition of this problem is given by: 

The optimal pricing condition is given by: 

E,\±pk^All+kMCl+l!(j)Yl+li(j) 

Equation (2.16) describes the dynamic markup for price setting. When the price 

signal <j> equals to zero, equation (2.16) reduces to P'^ (_/) = (9/3 -1)MC,, which 

means the firm sets the price as a constant markup over the nominal marginal cost. 

In a symmetric equilibrium where the law of large numbers holds, the domestic 

aggregate price index evolves according to: 

PH,,= w'Mwjftrr (i/i-*) 
(2.17) 

2.3.3 Price level, terms of trade and real exchange rate 

The nominal exchange rate f, is the price of one unit of foreign currency in 

terms of domestic currency. With the law of one price, PH t = e,P'H,, z.nAPh. = £,P'h, • 

The terms of trade are defined as the price of the imported good relative to the price 

of the domestic good: 

P £ P' 
S^LLL =

 £I^L (2.i8) 
P P 
*H,l *H.l 
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The real exchange rate is then defined as: 

eP' 
sr=-^- (2.19) 

P, 

In a small open economy, the domestic price changes do not affect the foreign 

price level, so without loss of generality, I assume that/}*, = P" • I also assume that 

the foreign price level is determined by the prices of non-oil goods and oil. Hence, it 

can be expressed as P' =yP'm),\ " (Po,) "° • F°r simplicity, I assume P'N0, to be 

constant and normalized to 1, so the foreign non-oil inflation is zero, which 

implies7r^0, =0 . The total CPI inflation is defined as nt = log(^//J_,) and the 

domestic inflation is defined as7tHl = log(PHl/PH,_,). 

The no arbitrage condition, acquired from the Euler equation and the real 

exchange rate definition, can be written as 

1+/',* s, ! + ' , eM 

(2.20) 

2.3.4 Monetary policy and exchange rate regimes 

Following Monacelli (2004), the rule of monetary policy acts in a way that 

deviations of inflation, output and nominal exchange rate from their long-run target 

have feedback effect on short-run movements of the nominal interest rate.19 The 

following equation describes the target for the nominal interest rate: 

( , t°- '£ IT'*, ' (2-21) 

" See also Taylor (1993), Rotemberg and Woodford (1998). Clarida, Gali and Gertler (1999) and 

Monacelli (2004). One issue here is whether the monetary authority should target total CPI inflation 

as opposed to domestic inflation. The different inflation targets will be compared in chapter 4. 
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Here, it is the inflation target, co^,a>y,coeare weights assigned to the movements of 

inflation, output, and nominal exchange rate. The actual short-run interest rate is 

determined based on monetary authority's desire to smooth changes in the nominal 

interest rate: 

(1 + /,) = (1+()'"* (1 + /,.,)* (2.22) 

By taking a log-linear approximation of (21) and (22), there is20 

// =(onnt +covy, +cbeei +(l-^) ' /-i (2.23) 

where®, = (1 -^ )© , , ^ ,=[\- x)coy,as ={\- x){a>J\-coc) ,i, «log(l+i,/l + r) 

This specification follows Monacelli (2004) and allows the approximation of the 

systematic behavior of monetary policy under floating and fixed exchange rate 

regimes. More specifically, co€ =0 represents floating exchange rate regime, and 

a>c = (0,1] represents managed to fixed exchange rate regime. 

2.3.5 Steady state equilibrium 

In the steady state, I assume that all variables are constant.21 Hence, the steady 

state foreign price level and the terms of trade are normalized to one. I also assume 

?H10)-PHI>YI(J')~YI'N,(_/) = N, since all firms take identical decisions in 

symmetric equilibrium. 

Assuming bonds are in zero net supply, the equilibrium in the domestic goods 

market requires: 

C „ + C ; = r (2.24) 

20 Here after, the lower case letters with A denote log-deviations from respective steady state values. 
21 A variable with a bar on top denotes the variable at its steady state. 
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From the Euler equation, the steady-state nominal interest rate is 

; = - - l (2.25) 
P 

From equation (2.10), (2.11), and (2.12), the oil-output ratio is: 

£ = ( l -a )MC (2.26) 

And the labor-output ratio is 

^^aC^MCN"" (2.27) 

Y 

With the domestic price level normalized, the steady state marginal 

,9 — 1 
cost MC = , which makes the steady state markup equals tol/MC . 

From equation (2.1) and equation (2.2), there is 

CF = 'IV CH (2.28) 

2.3.6 The log-linearized version of FOC and other conditions 

The model is solved by taking log-linear approximation around the steady state. I 

use the variable with a hat to denote the deviation of a variable from the steady state 

and as a variable with a bar to denote the steady state. The model is described by a 

system of linear equations. 

Aggregate demand 

By taking the log-linearization of equation (2.3) and using the definition of 

inflation, the following equation can be obtained: 

&, = ^ + 0 - r ) ( ^ , - P , , - , ) (2-29) 
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From FOC of household's maximization, there is 

<7£,(c,+1)-<rc, = £ , ( / „ , ) - £ , (*M) (2.30) 

From equation (2.20), the no-arbitrage condition implies that 

u - / / = E,£i+\ -£, (2.31) 

From equation (2.9), foreign demand on domestic product can be described as 

c"nj=ps,+y' (2.32) 

Here I assume that foreign consumption equals to foreign output, which are both 

exogenous. 

From equation (2.1) and (2.2), together with equation (2.18), domestic demands 

on home and foreign goods are described by 

c*, = p 0 - r)», + c,; <?;,, = -pys, + c, (2.33) 

The market equilibrium 

Yy, =CH"CH,,+C'HCH., (2.34) 

Aggregate supply 

The production function suggests that 

y, =a, +an, +(\-a)o, (2.35) 

Log-linearizing equation (2.16) and equation (2.17), the forward-looking Phillips 

curve for domestic inflation is 

^^^^.NlNflw, ( 2 .36) 
<P 

The determination of real marginal cost can be obtained from combining 

equation (2.6) and equation (2.11): 

mc, =ac, +(<p + \)nf.+{\-y)s, -y, (2.37) 
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Monetary policy rule 

By taking a log-linear approximation of (2.21) and (2.22), there is 

// =a>nn, + <oyy, + ace,+xi<-\ (2.38) 

wherea, =(\-x)co„,3y =(l-x)c)rG)e ={\-x)(ve/l-ae) J, *log(l+/,/l + r ) 

Exogenous process 

The stochastic processes for the foreign interest rate, foreign output, nominal oil 

price, and productivity shifter can be summarized as 

(l + ;;) = (l + C,)' 'exp(£") (2.39) 

Y;=Y^cxp(^') (2.40) 

4=<; ; exp(£ ' ) (2.41) 

^ , = K , - , r > r ) (2-42) 

2.4 Model Parameterization 

The model is solved numerically and the parameter choices for the model are 

summarized in Table l.22 By following the business cycle literature, the annual 

discount rate /3 is set at 0.96 and marginal disutility of work effort <p is set to 3. 

The probability of price non-adjustment <j> is set at 0.75, which is commonly 

accepted in the Calvo (1983) pricing model. The steady-state markup 91 (<9-l) 

equals to 1.2. The inverse of elasticity of intertemporal substitution a is set at 1.01. 

For the numerical solution of the model, we modify Uhlig's Matlab program and attach it in the 

appendix. The program is implemented using the methods of undetermined coefficients. For details, 

please refer to Uhlig (1995). 
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As to the monetary policy rule parameters, I set the benchmark values a^ = 1.5 and 

co = 0. The zero weight on the output gap enables the change in the monetary 

policy to focus on deviations in inflation and nominal exchange rate. In the 

simulations, I use CJ£=0.1 as flexible exchange rates and ^ = 0 . 9 9 85 fixed 

exchange rate. The sensitivity analysis illustrates the managed-fixed exchange rate 

regimes with0.1<a>£ <0.99. In all calibrations, I compare a setting in which co^ is 

kept constant and co€ changes. 

The standard deviations of shocks in productivity and foreign output are 

normalized to 1. The standard deviation of oil price is calibrated to 0.0151, which is 

consistent with Darrat, Gilley, and Meyer's (1996) empirical analysis. The serial 

correlation of the oil price shocks equals to 0.8, which is from the time series 

evidence on the West Texas Intermediate crude price series. Following Monacelli 

(2004) <r(' is 0.01379. As the essay concentrates on the effects of an oil price shock, 

the results from other shocks are not reported. 

2.5 Simulation Result 

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the effects of a positive oil price shock on key 

macroeconomic variables. When a positive oil price shock hits the economy, both 

domestic and total CPI inflation rise due to the higher marginal cost. This results in 

an initial appreciation of the domestic currency. Under the flexible exchange rate 

regime, the rule of monetary policy puts the highest weight on inflation, which 

induces much larger increase in the short-run nominal interest rate in the current 
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period. The initial appreciation of domestic currency can partially mitigate the higher 

import price for oil. The increase in nominal interest rate forces depreciation of the 

domestic currency eventually, which strengthens the competitiveness of the domestic 

goods. Therefore, inflation rate is lower and output variations are smaller in this case. 

In contrast, under the fixed exchange rate regime, the economy does not benefit from 

the initial currency appreciation. Hence, marginal cost increases more and inflation 

rate is higher than under floating. To counter the interest rate increase, central bank 

has to create enough liquidity in money market to increase money supply, which can 

drive up the inflation even further. The adjustment in this case is much longer and 

variations in output could be larger compared to floating. Above all, if the nominal 

exchange rate floats, the necessary adjustments in relative prices are made by the 

nominal exchange rate instead of excess demand in goods market. The results are 

consistent with Freidman's (1953) hypothesis. 

I trace the dynamic responses of output, terms of trade, real exchange rate to oil 

price shocks. The results show that both output and consumption drop with positive 

oil price shocks. Moving from fixed to flexible exchange rate regime, the absolute 

value of correlation between real exchange rate and oil price increases, which means 

oil price has greater impact on real exchange rate under flexible than fixed exchange 

rate regime. The impulse response results also indicate that real exchange rate and 

terms of trade are procyclical, which are in line with findings of Mendoza (1995) and 

Backus and Crucini (2000). 
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2.5.1 Sensitivity analysis: from fixed to flexible exchange rate regime 

Table 3 and Figure 4 summarize the standard deviations of some important 

macroeconomic variables with different degrees of flexibility in the nominal 

exchange rate when the model is driven by a positive oil price shock. I assign a range 

of values for a>e from 0.99 for fixed exchange rate regime to 0.1 for flexible 

exchange rate regime. I define volatility as the standard deviations of these variables. 

Without external shocks, all variables take their steady-state value. 

Several results emerge. First, both real and nominal exchange rate fluctuations 

are higher under more flexible exchange rate regimes when the small open economy 

is hit by oil price shocks. On the other hand, output and consumption are more 

volatile under the fixed exchange rate regime. These observations are consistent with 

Friedman's (1953) hypothesis regarding the different exchange rate regimes: the 

higher volatility in the nominal and real exchange rate mitigates the real shocks on 

the economy. Second, in moving from fixed to flexible exchange rate regime, the 

proportional rise in volatility of the nominal exchange rate is coupled by a rise in 

volatility of the real exchange rate. This result implies that nominal and real 

exchange rates are strongly correlated, and the correlation between nominal and real 

exchange rates is consistent with Mussa's (1986) findings. Monacelli (2004) also 

shows that changing exchange rate regimes causes variations in both nominal and 

real exchange rates regardless of different types of underlying shocks. Third, small 

open economies that fix their exchange rates "experience lower fluctuations in price 

than those who allow their currency to float. 
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2.5.2 Sensitivity analysis: different degree of openness 

I address the role of openness under two exchange rate regimes: the flexible vs. 

the fixed exchange rate. Table 4 summarizes the simulation results. I use 1 - y , the 

share of imported goods in total consumption, as a proxy of openness.23 As 

1 - y increases from left to right, the share of imported goods rises in the 

consumption basket. The relatively higher \-y means higher degree of openness. 

A few interesting results stand out. First, output and consumption are always more 

volatile under fixed than floating exchange rates, which means that the virtue of 

flexible exchange rate regime holds regardless of the different degree of openness. 

Second, both nominal and real exchange rates are more volatile under flexible 

exchange rate regime. Third, the real exchange rate exhibits lower fluctuations with 

higher degree of openness under both fixed and flexible exchange rate regimes. This 

could be due to exogeneity of foreign price. Since I assume foreign goods price is 

constant, higher degree of openness means lower variations in the terms of trade, and 

therefore, lower variations in real exchange rate. 

2.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I examine the relationships between oil price shocks, exchange 

rate regimes, and some key macroeconomic variables by numerically solving a 

baseline DSGE model of a small open economy. My results suggest that more 

flexible exchange rate regimes could better absorbs oil price shocks. Considering 

23 In the calibrated model, when y equals to 0.8. the steady-state sum of exports and imports is 

roughly 40% of output. 
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that many countries have switched to relatively flexible exchange rate regimes— 

especially emerging countries —the milder effects of oil price shocks in the 1990s 

and 2000s compared to the 1970s could be partly due to the adoption of more 

flexible exchange rate regimes. Hence, the shift of exchange rate regimes may 

partially explain the different responses of the economy in the 1970s and 1990s to 

2000. 

Generally, my findings indicate that flexible exchange rate regimes could better 

absorb positive oil price shocks. First, under a more flexible exchange rate regime, 

both output and consumption have smaller fluctuations when countries are hit by 

positive oil price shocks. This result is in favor of Friedman's (1953) hypothesis that 

the short-run response of output to shocks is smoother in flexible than in fixed 

exchange rate regimes. Second, nominal and real exchange rate fluctuations are 

higher under the flexible exchange rate regime than under the fixed exchange rate 

regime. In moving from fixed to flexible exchange rate regime, the proportional rise 

in volatility of the nominal exchange rate is coupled by a rise in volatility of the real 

exchange rate. This result implies that nominal and real exchange rates are strongly 

correlated. 

Although I highlight the output consequences of oil price shocks under different 

exchange rate regimes, my conclusions are broadly similar to those in oil price 

shocks studies regarding the effects on key macroeconomic variables. First, the 

model shows that an oil price increase has negative effects on output and 

consumption. More specifically, the increasing marginal cost affects both the 
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demand and supply sides of the economy. From the demand side, both domestic and 

foreign demand on domestic goods decreases and output falls accordingly. It also 

leads to decreased consumption through its negative effect on real wealth. From the 

supply side, lower consumption increases the marginal utility of an additional unit of 

consumption and leads workers to increase their supply of labor, which tends to 

decrease real wages and has a negative effect on the supply of domestic goods. 

Second, the impulse response results also indicate that real exchange rate and terms 

of trade are procyclical, which are in line with findings of Mendoza (1995) and 

Backus and Crucini (2000). 
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Table 3 Calibration of model 

Parameter Definition and Description Value 

« Labor share in production 0.7 

P Annual discount factor 0.96 

7 Share of home produced goods in total consumption 0.6 

X Interest rate rule 0.8 

A Price stickiness 0.75 

V Inverse elasticity of labor supply 3 

3/(S-\) Steady-state markup v 1.2 

t Serial correlation parameter for the foreign interest rate 0.8 

/ Serial correlation parameter for the foreign output 0.9 
P 

Serial correlation parameter for oil price 0.8 

p" Serial correlation parameter for technology 0.85 

P Elasticity of substitution between home and foreign product 1.01 

ym Degree of the impact oil price on the foreign price level 0.01 

a Inverse intertemporal elasticity of substitution 1.01 

a f Standard deviation of foreign nominal interest rate 1.3 79 

a K Standard deviation of oil price 1.51 

a
a Standard deviation of foreign output and technology 1 

a Responsiveness of monetary policy to output gap 0 

Responsiveness of monetary policy to nominal exchange „ „„ „ , 
coc

 v i v J & 0.99-0.1 
rate 

o. Responsiveness of monetary policy to total inflation 1.5 
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Table 4 Statistics for the calibrated model under different exchange rate regime 

Standard Deviation HP-Filtered 

q=d\ ^=025 ^=0.5 q=0.75 q=0.99 

Nominal Exchange Rate 

Real Exchange Rate 

Consumption 

Output 

Interest Rate 

Domestic Price 

Price 

4.4983 

2.0631 

4.9416 

1.0375 

1.5337 

0.6433 

1.4556 

2.6868 

1.6756 

4.9977 

1.0638 

1.1963 

0.29 

1.0242 

1.6096 

1.4061 

5.7111 

1.3424 

1.2265 

0.4671 

0.5447 

0.8602 

1.3398 

5.8691 

1.7104 

1.6316 

0.7063 

0.3795 

0.0333 

0.8001 

6.0057 

2.1978 

1.6135 

0.7675 

0.4543 

Note: Standard deviations are obtained from Hodrick-Prescott filtered date shows the responsiveness 

of monetary policy to exchange rate. The higher the value, the more responsive is the monetary policy 

to exchange rate implying the more rigid the exchange rate regime. 
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Table 5 Statistics with different degree of openness 

Variable 

Standard deviation HP-Filtered 

l-y=02S~ 1-^=0.40 l - x = 0 . 5 5 

Fixed Floating Fixed Floating Fixed Floating 

Nominal exchange rate 

Real exchange rate 

Output 

Interest rate 

Domestic Price 

Price 

0.0356 

1.2491 

2.8981 

1.7019 

0.8648 

0.6441 

3.9935 

2.5716 

1.009 

1.0749 

0.4555 

1.0442 

0.0333 

0.8001 

2.1978 

1.6135 

0.7675 

0.4543 

4.4983 

2.0631 

1.0375 

1.5337 

0.6433 

1.4556 

0.0302 

0.5429 

1.8921 

1.7427 

0.5975 

0.2612 

4.1135 

1.3731 

1.2166 

1.6424 

0.6897 

1.7014 
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Figure 4 Variability of some macroeconomic aggregates in moving from flexible to 
fixed 
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Figure 5 Effect of oil price shock under flexible exchange rate regime 
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Figure 6 Effect of oil price shock under fixed exchange rate regime 
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Appendix A 

a. Mathematical Derivation 

Assumptions: 

a) The economy is small in the sense that it cannot influence the foreign price 

level. 

b) Oil is imported from other countries for domestic production; households do not 

consume oil directly. 

c) The foreign price level is composed of oil price and non-oil goods price which is 

constant over time. 

Households 

The domestic economy is populated by a continuum of infinitely-lived identical 

households, which is index by i'; I drop the indexation for simplicity. Across time, the 

representative domestic household maximizes utility function which is given by: 

(Ai) £,fy 
(=0 

The consumption price index is 

(A2) c,=(/• *c£" + (i -rf cr;p J p'] 

From equation (1) and equation (2), 1 need to maximize C, subject to the 

following constraint M = PH tCH,+ PF ,CF,, where M is fixed expenditure between 

home and foreign goods. 

The Lagrangian equation indicates 

L = if'Cg?* +(l-y),/"Cj>-,>/")M,-',) - W,,C„,, + PFfF, ~M) 
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then there are 

(Ala) C^Y'C*';~X,FHI 

(Alb) C /
, / lp- , ,(l-y) , / ' 'C; ,;' , = k,Phl 

(Ale) PHJCHJ+PFJCF,=M 

From equation (Ala) and (Alb), there is I ^H.l rH,l 

{i-rfc-;;* ph, 

Then consumption on foreign goods in terms of domestic goods can be expressed 

as 

(Aid) cFI = (l-^)cHI(^-y 
r PF., 

Substitute (Aid) into (Ale), there is 

(A3) PHICH, + Pf,[(^)C„t&LY] = M 

y PF., 

{̂ ;7 + ^"/0-r)}c«.( 
M y 
pp 
rH .1 

Since yPtf + PF'f (1 - 7) = /J0"", 1 have /><'-'>(:„, = %£ 
"HI 

M 
With— = C,, I can obtain the optimal allocation between domestic goods and 

foreign goods which is given by 

(A4) CH,=y 
f P \'p 

rH,l 

yP, J 
c„cF,=(\-r) 

r P \-" 

yP, j 

The representative household's budget constraint is given by 

(A5) P,C, + E, (B,+1) = W,N, +(1 + i, )B, + r, 

Maximize equation (Al) subject to equation (A5), the first order conditions are 
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C'a P 
(A6) ^— = $-

N: W, 

(A7) fiE, 
(c Y" 

l+',+. 

Domestic firms 

The firms' production function is given by 

(A8) Yl(j) = AK(j)OrO) 

With CRTS production function, the marginal cost and unit cost will coincide, the 

production efficiency condition implies that 

(A9) r n c , ^ - - ^ 
8Nt(j) PHj 

(A 10) mc, dY,{j) _slP(),l 
30,0) PH., 

Domestic firms can reset their price to maximize 

(All) E, 2>VX,+ < [^T{j)-MCl+t {j)y,+t (j) 

Subject to the demand function which is given by 

f pirn- t •\\ 

(A12) Yl+k{j)< - J L M [cHj+k+CHj+k] 

Since -

p 

»W)_ JrS70) = -3 
p 

V JH,t+k J 
aP£7(J) 

Then the markup equation is 

pmw 1 , \ [y-Hj+k + CfiJ+k J ~ "*l+* \J) * pllev, , .\ 
~H,1 \J) "H.I \J) 

(AD) P-;{J)= 
5-1 

E, \±Pktk
p\,+kMCl+k(j)Yl+k(j) 

When^ = 0, there are no price rigidities, I have 
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(A14) P™(j) = (d/d-])MC, 

Uncovered interest rate parity 

1 + /,* E. 
(A15) 

1 + ', *,+i 

Terms of trade and real exchange rate 

Law of one price holds for exports and imports, which indicate 

(Ai6)?„, = £ , /> ; , , p F , = f , p ; , 

The terms of trade are defined as the price of the imported good relative to the 

price of the domestic good. 

P.. s.P' 
(A17) S,m ' F.I _ "l* h.t 

P P 
1H,( IHj 

The real exchange rate is defined as the relative price between foreign and 

domestic country 

(A18) g ; « ^ 5 -
P, 

Monetary policy and exchange rate regimes 

The target for the nominal interest rate: 

(A19) (1 + ,;) = 
rP" 

p 
Y, 'S. 

The determination of the actual short-run interest rate that accounts for the desire 

of the monetary authority to smooth changes in the interest rate is: 

(A20) (l + /,) = (l + [)|-*(l + /,_|)* 

Steady State 
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a) A variable with bar on top means the steady state. 

b) I normalize the steady state foreign price level and steady state terms of trade 

c) Assume bonds are in zero net supply. 

The equilibrium in the domestic goods market requires: 

(A21) CH+C'H=Y 

From Euler equation (A7), the steady-state gross nominal interest rate 

(A22)/ = - - l 
P 

From equation (A8), (A9), and (A10), the oil-output ratio is: 

(A23) = = (l-a)*MC 

And the labor-output ratio is 

(A24) ^ = a*MC*C-aN-9 

Y 

From equation (Ala) to equation (Aid), together with the normalized steady state 

terms of trade, there is 

(A25) CF = f\-r^ 
cH 

v r J 

Log-linearized model 

Aggregate demand 

From equation (A3), with the definition of inflation, the following equation can be 

obtained: 

(A26) & , = ^ + ( l - r ) ( ^ , , - ^ , - , ) 

From FOC of household's maximization, there is 
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(A27) oE, (c,+ 1)-ac, = £, (i/+1 -JT / + 1) 

From equation (20), the international risk sharing condition implies that 

(A28) /', -;', = E,£i+) -Ei 

From equation (9), foreign demand on domestic product can be described as 

(A29) cHl=pst+y, 

From equation (A3) and (A2), domestic demands on home and foreign goods are 

described by 

(A30) cHl=p{\-y)s, +c,\ch, = -pys, +c, 

Log-linearize equation (A21) implies 

(A31) Yyt =CHCH,I +CHCH.I 

Aggregate supply 

The production function suggests that 

(A32) yt = a, +an, +(l-a)o, 

Log-linearization of equation (A12) and equation (A13) 

(A33)^=^,(+1+i^K^MftC/ 
<t> 

The determination of real marginal cost can be obtained from combining equation 

(A9) and equation (A 17): 

(A34) Wici =ac, +{m + \)rti +{\-y)s,-y, 

Monetary policy rule 

(A35) i, =ajrt, +a)yyl+aes,+zi,-\ 

wherea^ =(l-x)co!:,3y =(l-x)cov,d)e = (I-z)(o)£/l-o)s) J, * log(l + /,/! + T) 
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Exogenous process 

(A36) (i+i;)=(i+/;_, )""«?(£•) 

(A37) I f - y / f « p ( 4 f ) 

(A38) 4 = < ; c x p ( | ; ) 

(A39) ^ > ( / > 0 V , ) ' " ° ( ^ ) 
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Appendix A (Continued) 

b. Attached Matlab Code 

Endogenous Variables: pFl,i^,s,,C,,7C„riH,,i,,£',y,,0,, ft,,ftc, 

Exogenous Variables: p'at,i',y*,at 

%% SETTING PARAMETERS: 

alpha =0.7; 

beta =0.96; 

gama =0.6; 

gama_o =0.01; 

theta=6; 

phi =0.75; 

chi =0.5; 

psi =3; 

sigma =1.01; 

omega_pi=1.5; 

omega^ =0: 

omega_e =0.1; 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

om_pi =(l-chi)*omega_pi; % 

om_y =(l-chi)*omega_y; % 

om_e =(l-chi)*omega_e/(l-omega_e); % 

mc_bar ={theta-1 )/theta; % 

mu =(l-phi)*(l-beta*phi)/phi; % 

rho =1.01; % 

rho_o =0.8: % 

rho_a =0.85; % 

rho_yf =0.9; % 

rho_if =0.8: % 

sigma_if =1.378: % 

sigmajpo=1.51; % 

sigma_a =1; % 

sigma_yf= 1; % 

lamdaa =alphaAalpha*(l-alpha)A(l-alpha)*mc_bar; % 

lamdab =((l-(l-alpha)*mc_bar)/alpha/mc_bar)A(sigma*alpha/(l -sigma)); % 

lamda_c =(l-sigma)/alpha/(psi+signia); % 

n_bar =(la,mda_a/lamda_b)Alamda_c; % 

c_bar =(( l-( l-alpha)*mc_bar)*n_barA(psi+l )/alpha/mc_bar)A( l/( 1-sigma)); % 
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ch_bar =gama*c_bar; 

cf_bar =c_bar-ch_bar; 

y_bar =n_barA(psi+1) *c_barAsigma/aIpha/mc_bar; 

o_bar =y_bar-c_bar; 

chf_bar =cf_bar+o_bar; 

% 
% 

%% DECLARING THE MATRICES: 

VARNAMES = [ 'import price 

'interest rate 

'terms of trade 

'consumption 

'domestic inflation 

'total inflation 

'nominal exchange rate 

'real exchange rate 

'output 

'oil 

'labor 

'marginal cost 

'oil price 

'technology 

'foreign interest rate 

'foreign output 

•',%! XI 

',%2 X2 

*,%3 X3 

', %4 X4 

\%5 Yl 

',%6 Y2 

\%7 Y3 

'.%8 Y4 

',%9 Y5 

\%10 Y6 

', %11 Y7 

',%12 Y8 

',%13 Zl 

',%14 Z2 

',%15 Z3 

'] %16 Z4 

%% EQUATIONS: 

%% NON-EXPECTATIONAL EQUATIONS: 

%(4) 

%(5) 

%(6) 

%(7) 

%(8) 

%(9) 

%(10) 

%(11) 

%(12) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(l-gama)*s(t)-(l-gama)*s(t-l)-pf(t)+pf(t-l)+pih(t) 

pi(t)-gama*pih(t)-(l-gama)*pf(t)+(l-gama)*pfi;t-l) 

pf(t)-e(t)-gama_o*po(t) 

q(t)-gama*s(t) 

y(t)-a(t)-alpha* n(t)-( 1 -alpha)* o(t) 

y_bar*y(t)-ch_bar*c(t)-rho*(chf_bar+(l-gama)*ch_bar)*s(t)-chf_bar*yf(t) 

mc(t)-o(t)-s(t)-( 1 -gama_o)*po(t)+y(t) 

mc(t)-sigma*c(t)-(psi+l)*n(t)-(l-gama)*s(t)+y(t) 

i(t)-om_pi*pi(t)-om_y*y(t)-om_e*e(t)-chi*i(t-l) 

%% EXPECTATIONAL EQUATIONS: 

%(1) 0 = E_t{sigma*c(t+l)-sigma*c(t)-i(t+l)+pi(t+l) 

%(2) 0 = E_t{ i(t)-if(t)-e(t+l)+e(t) } 

%(3) 0 = E_t{ pih(t)-beta*pih(t+l)-mu*m6(t) } 
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%% EXOGENOUS EQUATIONS: 

% (13) yflt+1) = rho_yi*yfl;t)+ iidShock(t+l); with E_t { iidShock(t+l) }=0 

% (14) po(t+l) = rho_o*po(t)+ iidShock(t+l); with E_t { iidShock(t+l) }=0 

% (15) a(t+l) = rho_a*a(t)+ iidShock(t+l); with E_t { iidShock(t+l) )=0 

% (16) if(t+l) = rho_if if(t)+ iidShock(t+l); with E_t { iidShock(t+l) }=0 

%% FIND MATRICES FOR FORMAT: 

%0 = AA*X(t)+BB*X(t-l)+CC*Y(t)+DD*Z(t) 

% AA 9x4 

% BB 9x4 

% CC 9x8 

% DD 9x4 

%0 = E_t{ FF*X(t+l)+GG*X(t)+HH*X(t-l)+JJ*Y(t+l)+KK*Y(t)+LL*Z(t+l)+MM*Z(t)} 

% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

FF 

GG 

HH 

JJ 

KK 

LL 

MM 

3x4 

3x4 

3x4 

3x8 

3x8 

3x4 

3x4 

%Z(t+l) = NN*Z(t)+epsilon(t+l), with E_t{epsilon(t+l)}=0 

% NN 4x4 

% for pftt), 
AA=[0, 

-(1-gama), 

1, 
0. 

< ) • 

0. 

0, 

0. 

0. 

display (AA); 

%forpf(t-l), 

BB=[ 0, 

i(t), 
0. 

0. 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0. 

o, 
0. 

1. 

i(t-D, 
' 0, 

s(t), 

1 -gama. 

0. 

0. 

-gama. 

0. 

-rho* (chf_bar+( 1 -gama)*ch_bar). 

-I, 

-(1-gama), 

0 

s(t-l), c(t-l) 

-(1-gama), 0 

c(t) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-ch_bar 

0 

-sigma 

0]; 
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(1-gama). 

0, 

0, 

0. 

0, 

0, 

0, 

0, 

display (BB); 

%for pih(t), 

C O [ 1. 
-gama, 

0, 

0, 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0, 

0, 

display (CC); 

disp('rank of CC) 

rank(CC) 

%for po(t). 

DD=[ 0, 

0, 

-gama_o, 

0, 

0, 

0, 

-(l-gama_o), 

0, 

0, 

display (DD); 

0, 

0, 

0, 

0, 

0, 

0, 

0, 

-chi, 

pi(t), 

-1, 

1. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0, 

0, 

0, 

om_pi, 

; 

aft), 

0, 

0, 

0, 

0. 

-1, 

o, 
0, 

0, 

0, 

0. 

0. 

o, 
0, 

0. 

0, 

0, 
0. 

eft). 

0, 

0. 

-1 , 

0, 

0. 

o. 
0. 

0. 

-om_e, 

ifft). 

0, 

0. 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0, 

0, 

0. 

0, 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o]; 

qft), 

0, 

0. 

0. 

1, 

o, 
0, 

0. 

0. 

0. 

yfft) 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-chf_bar 

0 

0 

0]; 

yft), oft), 

0, 0, 

o, o, 
0, 0. 

0, 0, 

1, -(1-alpha), 

y_bar, 0, 

1. -1 , 

1," 0, 

-om_y, 0, 

n(t), mc(t) 

0, 0 

0, 0 

0, 0 

0, 0 

-alpha, 0 

0, 0 

0, 1 

-(psi+1), 1 

0, 0]; 

%forpfft+l), ift+I), s(t+l), c(t+l) 

FF=[0, -1, 0, sigma 

0. 

0, 

0, 
0, 

0 

0]: 
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display (FF); 

%forpfl;t). i(t). s(t). c(t) 

GG=[0, 0, 0, -sigma 

0, 1, 0, 0 

0, 0, 0, 0]; 

display (GG); 

%for pfl>1 ),i(t-1 ),s(t-1 ),c(t-1) 

HH=zeros(3,4): 

display (HH); 

%for pih(t+1). pi(t+1), e(t+1), 

JJ=[ 0. 1. 0, 

0, 0, -1 , 

-beta, 0, 0, 

display (JJ); 

%for pih(t). pi(t), e(t), 

KK=[ 0, 0, 0, 

0, 0, 1, 
1. 0, 0, 

display (KK); 

LL=[0,0,0,0 

0,0,0,0 

0,0.0.0]; 

display (LL); 

%forpo(t), a(t), if(t), yfl;t) 

MM=[ 0. 0, 0. 0 

0, 0, -1 , 0 

0, 0, 0, 0]; 

display (MM); 
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NN=[rho_o, 0, 0, 0 

0, rho_a, 0, 0 

0, 0. rho_if, 0 

0, 0, 0, rho_yf]; 

Sigma=[sigma_poA2, 0, 0. 0 

0, sigma_aA2, 0, 0 

0, 0, sigma_iP2. 0 

0, 0, 0, sigma_yr2]; 

% SETTING OPTIONS: 

[l_equ,m_states] = size(AA); 

[l_equ,n_endog ] = size(CC); 

[l_equ,k_exog ] = size(DD); 

PERIOD =4; % number of periods per year, i.e. 4 for quarterly 

GNP_INDEX=3 :% Index of output among the variables selected for HP filter 

IMP_SELECT = [2:9 ]; % Vector with the indices of the variables to be plotted: all X 

variables 

DO_SIMUL = 1; % Calculates simulations 

SIM_LENGTH=150; 

%DO_MOMENTS = 1; % Calculates moments based on frequency-domain methods 

%DO_ENLARGE=l: 

HPSELECT = 1 :(m_states+n_endog+k_exog); % Selecting the variables for the HP Filter 

%IMPJOINT=0;IMP_SUBPLOT=1; 

%IMP_SINGLE=1; 

do_it; % Starts calculations 
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Chapter 3 

Oil Price Shocks in an Extended Model with Capital and Investment 

3.1 Introduction 

The volatility of output has fallen dramatically since the 1980 with the timing 

and nature of the decline varying across countries. This phenomenon has been 

widespread and persistent and is known as the "Great Moderation". The 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) uses a rolling 10-year standard deviation of 

world GDP growth to show that volatility has fallen progressively since its peak in 

the 1970s. Specifically, the industrial countries experienced high volatility during the 

1950s but it declined in the 1960s. Volatility rose again in the 1970s because of the 

oil price shocks. After the 1980s, volatility in industrial countries fell significantly. 

The volatility of output in emerging countries has also declined in recent years even 

though it is still quite high compared to industrial countries. Despite the rising share 

of emerging economies in the global economy, the world economy has experienced a 

reduction in the volatility of output since the 1980s.24 

A growing body of research focuses on the role of monetary policy in 

exacerbating and then moderating the effects of oil price shocks during the 1970s 

and after the 1980s, respectively. Bernanke, Gertler, and Watson (1997) argue that 

much of the decline in output in the 1970s is due to the rise in interest rate, which 

resulted from the Federal Reserve Bank's response to the high inflation due to oil 

24 IMF World Economic Outlook (2007) 
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price shocks. Romer and Romer (2002) suggest that US policymakers 

underestimated the natural rate of unemployment in the early 1970s. Hence, they 

undertook expansionary policies which" resulted in high inflation. To combat 

inflation, the policymakers tightened monetary policy towards the end of the 1970s. 

This time, they overestimated the natural rate of unemployment. Believing that 

unemployment was lower than the natural rate, policymakers conducted a much 

tighter monetary policy than necessary to fight inflation. This caused a severe 

recession. In this context, some researchers argue that the primary reason for the 

recessions in the 1970s is the contractionary monetary policies implemented by the 

Federal Reserve in response to inflation concerns caused by rising oil prices.25 

After the 1980s, the improvement in monetary policy is considered as one of the 

reasons for the moderation of output volatility. Blanchard and Simon (2001), for 

example, document the large decline in output volatility in the last twenty-five years. 

They conduct a comparison between two periods using quarterly data for US 

economy: one for the period 1947:1 to 1981:4 and the other for the period 1982:1 to 

2000:4. Their results show a clear decline in output volatility of United States and a 

similar pattern for G7 countries. Regarding the causes of the decline in output, they 

suggest that the improvement of monetary policy accounts for the decrease in output 

volatility in the mid-1980s. Similarly, Stock and Watson (2002) find that the sharp 

decline in the volatility of GDP growth is mirrored by declines in the variance of 

growth rates of consumption and production of durables goods, and in residential 

25 See Bernanke, Gertler and Watson (1997), Barsky and Kilian (2001), Kim and Nelson (1999) 
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fixed investment. Their research for the causes of the moderation suggests that the 

improved monetary policy contributes approximately 10% to 25% of the decline in 

output volatility. They also find that the reduction in identifiable shocks such as 

commodity price shocks or productivity shocks has reduced the variance of output 

growth. Blanchard and Gali (2007) study the changing effects of oil price shocks and 

suggest that in addition to credibility of monetary policy, the reduction of real wage 

rigidities and the declining share of oil in economy can all account for the 

moderating effects of oil price shocks. 

Generally, researchers empirically investigate the role of monetary policy in 

exacerbating or moderating the effects of shocks using VAR models to decompose 

the effects of oil price shocks on output and analyze alternative monetary policies. 

However, as I mentioned in the previous chapter, it is difficult to evaluate alternative 

monetary policies using VAR analysis. 

In this chapter, 1 extend my baseline model and include capital in production. I 

want to show that the structural changes—changes in exchange rate regimes and 

reduction in the share of oil in output—help to explain the different responses of 

economy. Although the baseline model is in line with current literature in including 

only oil and labor in production, the importance of including capital and investment in 

the model relies on the fact that capital is commonly used in production. In addition, 

the baseline model assumes the share of oil in output to be around 30%, which 
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contradicts another fact that the share of oil in output is quite low. I follow Kim and 

Loungani (1992) in adding oil in the standard production function in which oil and 

capital are substitutes.27 In the model, the" share of oil share in production is allowed 

to vary. In this manner, oil share in production is much lower compared with the 

baseline model. This is consistent with the evidence, which indicates that the share of 

28 

oil in output has decreased over the last thirty years 

When capital is introduced in the model, oil price shocks alter households' 

investment decisions, which in turn have influence on capital accumulation. When oil 

price increases, households make less investment because of higher investment cost 

on investment goods, and less capital is accumulated for the next period. Therefore, 

oil price shocks affect the production behavior in two ways. First, firms use less oil 

due to the high oil price. Second, firms have higher demand on capital since the two 

inputs—oil and capital—are substitutes. The high demand on capital together with 

less capital stock drives up rental cost, which makes output decline. 

The main contribution of this extension is to use a model based on preferences, 

technology, and stochastic processes governing shocks to examine the economic 
6 Dhawan and Jeske (2007) compute the share of energy in output as nominal spending on energy 

divided by nominal GDP using annual data. On average, the annual energy share of output is about 

6.5 percent from the 1970 to 1985 and 4 percent from 1986 to 2005 in the United States. 

" In contrast, Finn (1995, 2000) introduces a capital utilization rate and assumes oil and capital as 

complimentary. Whether capital and oil are substitutes or complements is unresolved in empirical 

literature. Generally, studies using pooled cross-section data find that energy and capital are 

substitutes while studies using time series data find that energy and capital are complements. See 

Apostolakis (1990) for a survey of the literature. 
28 As we mentioned above, Blanchard and Gali (2007) consider the lower share of oil in output as 

one of the reasons for the Great Moderation. They compare two alternative versions of the model with 

parameters calibrated using 1973 and 1997 data on the share of oil in production costs and 

consumption expenditure. 
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responses to oil price shocks under different exchange rate regimes in a more 

realistic framework. The results are generally consistent with those of the baseline 

model, which indicates that the baseline model is robust despite the exclusion of 

capital. Both capital and investment drop with positive oil price shocks, and rental 

cost on capital increases due to higher demand on capital. The impact on 

macroeconomic aggregates is reduced due to the lower oil share of output. 

The simulation results suggest that the interest rate is more sensitive to changes in 

inflation under flexible exchange rate regime. The anti-inflation activity of the central 

bank may raise both real and nominal interest rate, which induces lower expectations 

on future inflation rate. These results are consistent with Clarida, Gali, and Gertler's 

(2000) empirical findings that the response of interest rate has been stronger to 

variations in inflation over the past two decades relative to the 1970s, 

3.3 The Model 

The extended model shares similar properties with the baseline model. It is still 

populated by identical, infinitely lived households who consume baskets of 

differentiated domestic and foreign goods (which are both tradable by assumption). 

These households not only derive income from working but also from renting 

physical capital to the domestic firms. There are three inputs for domestic production: 

labor, capital, and oil. Still, I assume households do not consume oil directly, which 

means oil price shocks affect the small open economy through the production channel. 
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3.3.1 Households 

Similar to the baseline model, the representative household's behavior is 

described by static and dynamic stages. In the first stage, the representative 

household makes his consumption decisions on domestic and foreign goods. The 

consumption index is: 

c,-(r
v'Cj^'+(i-r)Vpc£v')P* (3.i) 

where y e[0, l] is the share of home-produced goods in total consumption, then 

(l-y)represents the share of foreign-produced goods. p>\ is the elasticity of 

substitution between domestic and foreign goods. For simplicity, 1 assume that the 

investment composite index Inl{^InH,,InFl^ has an identical expression. A 

utility-based consumer price index is the same as the one in the baseline model, 

which is: 

^=(^T+0-y)^7)'/,"P (3-2) 

The optimal allocation of any given expenditure between domestic and foreign 

goods yields the isoelastic consumption demands: 

cH,, = y 
(p V" 

rH,l C,;C,^(\-y) 
f P \~p 

\ P , ) 
c, (3.3) 

In the second stage, the domestic household maximizes: 

~C)-° N}** 

.29 

£,!/?' (3.4) 
1-cr \+q> 

where all the parameters have the same meaning as in chapter two. In the dynamic 

period, the household holds bonds denominated in domestic currency, rents out his 

We drop the indexation for simplicity as in chapter 2. 
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capital to the home-based monopolistic competitive firm, and derives income from 

working. Therefore, the household's budget constraint is written as: 

P, (C, + /«,) + E, (BM) = W,N, +Z,K,+{1 + i,)Bl+z, (3.5) 

Again, B, is the quantity of nominal bonds acquired at time t and expiring at time 

t + \, /', is the nominal interest rate, W, is the nominal wage and Z, is the nominal 

rental cost, r, represents the lump-sum transfer payment. As in Monacelli (2004), 

the capital accumulation is subjected to adjustment cost and is written as: 

In, 

\Ki J 
K, (3.6) KM=(l-S)K,+<l> 

where S is the physical depreciation rate of capital. The function O (.), which is 

increasing and concave, assumes the adjustment cost in capital accumulation. That is, 

In, units of investment translate into <J> (in, /K,) K, units of addition capital. In the 

open economy context, the introduction of capital adjustment costs guarantees the 

difference between the speed of adjustment of physical and financial capital. Without 

capital adjustment cost, households are able to use bonds to smooth their consumption 

immediately after the oil price shocks. Therefore, the adjustment cost is necessary to 

obtain more persistent differences between the international real interest rate and the 

domestic rental cost of capital after depreciation in capital. 

The first order conditions derived from the utility maximization of equation (3.4) 

subject to the budget constraint of equation (3.5) and the capital accumulation of 

equation (3.6) with respect to C,,N,,Bl+], In,,K,+] are: 

C~a P 
^— = ±L (3J) 
NT W, 
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PE, 
/ N-CT 

s=c o, 

( \ P ^ 

v 1 + ' - + . p, J 

0^ 
\K> y 

Q,=PE, 
7 

C-a ±M_ , Q 

f 
l - < S + 0 

f r ^ In, 

K, 
<&,, 

V KM J) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

Equation (3.7) states the relationship between the utility from consumption and 

disutility for labor. Equation (3.8) is the Euler equation governing the dynamic 

evolution of consumption. Equation (3.9) specifies the intertemporal conditions for 

efficiency in physical capital investment. It determines the investment rate as a 

function o f g , which is the market value of one unit of capital. Equation (3.10) is the 

evolution of Qt over time. I assume that there is no average or marginal costs of 

adjustment in the steady state. Hence, the steady state <t>(.) is subject to 

Q = <b'(j\ --Land * 
K) K 

The specifications for the rest of the world are similar to the baseline model. 

Assuming that foreign households have similar preferences as those of the home 

country, the foreign demand for home produced good j is given by: 

<£,(/)- KM 
p' 

C'H,.= p 
V rH.i ) 

C'H,, (3.11) 

where C'Hl=(\-f) 
rH,l 

P' 
c; 

3.3.2 Domestic firms 

In the small open economy, there is a continuum of monopolistically competitive 
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firms, indexed byy'e[0,l]. Following Kim and Loungani (1992), I employ a nested 

constant elasticity of substitution production function with constant return to scale. 

Firms use three input factors, labor, capital and oil, according to the following 

specification: 

Y, (,)=A, [ < • (y)+(i-«)cr {J)TV(^ N? 0) (3-'2) 

where 0 < a < l , i>0,v>0. In addition to the usual inputs: labor and capital, 

production is assumed to require the use of oil. The elasticity of substitution between 

capital and oil equal to 1/v. Labor share in production is given by a. This 

function form allows us to relax the assumption of unitary elasticity of substitution 

between capital and oil that would be imposed by a Cobb-Douglas function. 

In the production unit, the constant return to scale production technology implies 

that the unit cost equals to the nominal marginal cost (MC). Hence, the efficiency 

conditions for the choice of labor, capital, and oil demands are respectively: 

SY,{j) W, ..... 
mc'^XJ)=W„ ( 3 J 3 ) 

mc'-^rr\ = ~v~ (3J5) 

SO, (J) p
H,, 

where mcl is the real marginal cost. Firms' pricing behavior is similar to the 

baseline model. I follow Calvo (1983) in modeling the domestic firm's pricing 

behavior. The domestic firm j will reset Pjfi" to maximize their profit, 

E, [ | > V X + , [P»"7 (J)-MC,« (J)y,« (/)} (3-16) 
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subject to the overall demand Yl+k(j)< -f±^ [CHj.t+C'„J+t] 
p 

The optimal pricing condition is given by: 

E,\Z^K^JMCM(j)Y^{j) 
57(/)H FT) " " r . ! (3.17) 

*=0 

The above equation describes the dynamic markup for price setting. When the 

price signal ^ equals to zero, equation (3.17) reduces toP'™(j) = {9/3-\)MC,. 

In a symmetric equilibrium where the law of large numbers holds, the domestic 

aggregate price index evolves according to: 

PH,, *,%U+(i-*,)(rS7f 
en-*) 

(3.18) 

The definitions of terms of trade, real exchange rate, and the formulation of 

monetary policy are the same as in chapter two. 

3.3.3 Steady state and market equilibrium 

In the steady state, all variables are assumed to be constant. Hence, the steady 

state foreign price level and the terms of trade are normalized to one. In a symmetric 

equilibrium where all firms take identical decisions, it holds that 

PH.l(j)
 = PH,nYH,l(j) =

 YH.nN,0):=N, f o r a11 J w(it. Assuming bonds are in 

zero supply, the equilibrium in the domestic goods market requires: 

CH+C'H+ln = Y , (3.19) 

From equation (3.8), the steady-state gross nominal interest rate 
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p 
(3.20) 

From equation (3.10), together with the assumption on the steady state capital 

adjustment, the rental cost on capital: 

P 
(3.21) 

Since there is neither average nor marginal capital adjustment cost in the steady state, 

I have: 

Equation (3.14) and (3.15) imply that the capital-oil ratio is given by: 

(3.22) 

O) i 

From equation (3.12) and (3.13), the labor-output ratio is given by: 

N _ aMC 
Y ~ CN9 

From equation (3.12), (3.13), and (3.14), the capital-output ratio is given by: 

K (l-cc)MC 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

Y Z + *¥ 
(3.25) 

where *F 
\\-i)Z 

In the steady state, I assume the small open economy is in balanced trade 

position (export equals to import), there is: 

C'H=CF+0 (3.26) 

From equation (3.24), (3.25), and (3.26), the steady state consumption can be 

expressed as: 
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C-jl-S 'j^ 1|7 (3.27) 

3.3.4 The log-linearized version of FOC and other conditions 

The model is solved by taking log-linear approximation around the steady state. I 

use a variable with a hat to denote the deviation from the steady state and a variable 

with a bar to denote the steady state. The model is described by a system of linear 

equations. 

Aggregate demand 

By taking log-linearization of equation (3.2), with the definition of inflation, the 

following equation can be obtained: 

^ = ^ " . , + ( l - r ) ( ^ , - 7 V , , - , ) (3-28) 

From equation (3.8), the Euler equation is given by: 

cr£,(c,+1)- f fc, =E,(Q-E,(rt,+I) (3.29) 

This equation shows that the household's consumption adjusts according to the 

evolution of nominal interest rate and the expected inflation rate. Higher expectation 

on future inflation rate will encourage household's current consumption over future 

consumption. 

From equation (3.9) and equation (3.10), the efficiency conditions on the 

investment demand are given by: 

£ = - < r c , + - ( f t , - * , ) (3.30) 

q,=E,[(l-p)ac,+l-fiZ(zM-pM)+fig,+l] (3.31) 
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where r>=-- > '"\ — ^ > 0 . Equation (3.30) relates the price of capital 

g directly to investment, and inversely to the stock of capital £(with elasticity 1/^). 

The price of capital does not always equal to unity, which reflects the existence of 

adjustment cost. Equation (3.31) states the evolution of q over time. 

The uncovered interest parity implies that: 

it -it = E,£,+\ - s , (3.32) 

From equation (2.1) and (2.2), together with equation (2.18), domestic demand 

on home and foreign goods are described by: ° 

4 , , = P O - / K +c,;ch., =-pys, +c, (3.33) 

The market equilibrium: 

Yyl=CHCH,,+cYcH,,+ln]ihl (3.34) 

Aggregate supply 

The production function suggests that 

y, =a,+an, +i(\-a)kl + ( l - ; ) ( l - a )o , (3.35) 

Log-linearizing equation (3.17) and equation (3.18), the forward-looking Phillips 

curve for domestic inflation is: 

^ / W . +
 ( l " ' ) ( l " * ) a c , (3.36) 

9 

The determination of real marginal cost can be obtained from combining 

equation (3.7) and equation (3.13): 

the, =ac,+((p + \)n, +(\-y)s, -y, (3.37) 

The log-linearized version of demand on home and foreign goods is the same as in chapter 2. 
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The efficiency condition between capital and oil implies that 

u<5,-u*,=f , -£ , -£ , (3.38) 

Endogenous State Variables 

From equation (3.6), the capital accumulation can be described by: 

£/+I=(l-(5)/t,+(5ft, (3.39) 

Monetary policy rule 

By taking a log-linear approximation of (2.21) and (2.22), there is: 

/"/ = a>nn, +a>yyl+a>ee,+xii-\ (3.40) 

wheKd)^(\-z)o}„ay =(\-%)av,d)£ = (\-X)(o)Jl-coc) ,i, »log(l+i,/l + 7") 

Exogenous process 

The stochastic processes for the foreign interest rate, foreign output, nominal oil 

price and domestic technology can be summarized as: 

(l + /;) = (l + C1) ' , 'exp(^) (3.41) 

Y^tfcKpfc') (3.42) 

4 =<;<*?(£•) (3.43) 

Poj'(K^f(4r) (3-44) 

3.4 Model Parameterization 

The model is solved numerically and the parameter values of the model are 

summarized in Table 5. Besides the parameters that are already discussed in the 

previous chapter, several new parameters must be specified. I follow Kim and 

Loungani's (1992) work and set u equals to 1.7, which translates into an elasticity 
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•3 1 

of substitutability of 0.59. For the benchmark calibration, I set the 

parameter i = 0.9, and the annual depreciation rate 8 = 0.1225. The elasticity of 

investment rate to the price of capital rj equals to 3. The rest of the parameters have 

the same values as in the baseline model. 

3.5 Simulation Result 

Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the effects of a positive oil price shock on key 

macroeconomic variables. The results show similar patterns as the baseline model. 

When a positive oil price shock hits the economy, both domestic and total CPI 

inflation rise due to the increase in marginal cost. Output and consumption drop 

accordingly. Moving from fixed to flexible exchange rate regime, the absolute value 

of correlation between real exchange rate and oil price increases, which means oil 

price has greater impact on real exchange rate under flexible exchange rate than 

fixed. Figures 8 and 9 also show that real exchange rate and terms of trade are 

procyclical. These results are in line with findings of Mendoza (1995) and Backus 

and Crucini (2000). 

Regarding the magnitude of changes in the output, the impulse response shows a 

smaller decrease in output and consumption compared to the baseline model. Since 

capital and oil are nested together in the production function, the oil share of output 

is greatly reduced. The impulse response of my model suggests that output will drop 

31 To investigate the role of energy in business cycles, Backus and Crucini (2000) argue that the high 

elasticity of substitution produces strongly counterfactual implications for the time series of prices 

and quantities in the world oil market. They set V equals to 11 which translate into an elasticity of 

substitutability of 0.09. Atkeson and Kehoe (1999), however, suggest that the high elasticity of 

substitution could be more appropriate to capture the secular change in energy use. 
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approximately 0.02% with a one percent increase in oil price. This is much closer to 

the IMF estimate of 0.0125% with a one percent increase in the oil price than in the 

baseline model.32 In the baseline model,-the output declines around 0.15% with a 

one percent increase in the oil price shock. 

As in chapter 2, I present the simulation results under different exchange rate 

regimes. First, the model is analyzed with different degrees of flexibility in the 

nominal exchange rate. The calibration allows choosing (oc= 0.99 for fixed and 

co€ = 0.1 for flexible exchange rate regime. Second, I examine the results in changes 

in the economy's openness. Third, I compare different shares of oil and capital in 

production to see whether the lower oil share induces smaller variations in output. 

3.5.1 Sensitivity analysis: from fixed to flexible exchange rate regime 

Table 6 and Figure 7 summarize the standard deviations of some important 

macroeconomic variables with different degrees of flexibility in nominal exchange 

rate when the model is driven by positive nominal oil price shocks. I define volatility 

as the standard deviations of these variables. Without external shocks, all variables 

take their steady-state value. 

The results are similar to the baseline model. First, both real and nominal 

exchange rate fluctuations are higher under more flexible exchange rate regimes 

when the small open economy is hit by an oil price shock. On the other hand, output 

and consumption are more volatile under the fixed exchange rate regimes. Second, in 

32 IMF reports that $5 per barrel (20 percent) increase in oil price will reduce the level of global 

output by around 1/4 percent. 
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moving from fixed to flexible exchange rate regimes, the proportional rise in 

volatility of the nominal exchange rate is coupled by a rise in volatility of the real 

exchange rate. Third, small open economies that peg their exchange rates have 

higher variations in the domestic price level. On the other hand, under flexible 

exchange rate regime, the variations in the domestic price level are lower, which 

suggests that a stronger anti-inflationary focus of monetary policy can reduce the 

volatility in inflation and output at the same time. This results are consistent with 

Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (2002)'s empirical findings. 

3.5.2 Sensitivity analysis: different degree of openness 

Table 6 summarizes the results on the role of openness under flexible and fixed 

exchange rate regimes. From left to right, the degree of openness decreases. I use the 

1 -y, the share of foreign goods in total consumption, as the proxy of openness. The 

relatively higher 1 - y means higher degree of openness. A few results stand out. 

First, the real and nominal exchange rates are much more volatile under flexible than 

under fixed exchange rate regime regardless of the degree of openness. Second, 

output and capital are more volatile under fixed than floating exchange rate regime, 

which suggests that more flexible exchange rate regimes can mitigate the exogenous 

oil price shocks regardless of the degree of openness. Third, output exhibits less 

fluctuation with higher degree of openness under both fixed and flexible exchange 

rate. The intuition is that the domestic household can substitute their investment 

goods with foreign products, which by assumption is relatively cheaper. Since the 
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investment composite index InAlnHl,InFA has an identical expression as 

consumption, it is possible that investment has lower variations when the degree of 

openness is higher, which in turn makes the output less volatile. Fourth, domestic 

inflation will be less volatile with higher degree of openness regardless of exchange 

rate regimes. 

3.5.3 Different oil shares as a fraction of output 

I address the role of oil use as a fraction of output under different exchange rate 

regimes. The shift of exchange rate regime has a similar effect on the economy. 

Table 8 summarizes the results. The fraction of oil use in production decreases from 

left to right, and the economy exhibits higher variations when oil share of output is 

higher. Blanchard and Gali (2007) study the declining oil share in production and 

conclude that the reduction in the oil share in production cannot account for the full 

decline in volatility of output, but it clearly accounts for part of it. According to their 

calculations, the oil share in production is around 1.8% in 1970s, and it decreased to 

1.2% after 1997. Dhawan and Jeske (2007) also present similar observations that 

energy use as a fraction of output has dropped significantly. They compare different 

shares from both households and firms and conclude that the economy's output 

response is determined by the significant drop in the firm's energy use. These results 

are consistent with the results of my model under different exchange rate regimes. 

3.6 Conclusion 

The model examined in this chapter shares similar properties with the baseline 
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model. The inclusion of capital enriches the model structure and makes the 

assumptions more realistic, which enables to examine the link between oil price 

shocks and major macroeconomic variables. In the extended model, capital is used 

as input and nested with oil in the production process. The households rent out their 

capital and make their decisions on investment goods. To capture the adjustment 

difference between physical and financial capital, capital accumulation is subjected 

to the adjustment cost. 

The results regarding the role of different exchange rate regimes are similar with 

the baseline model. First, under the flexible exchange rate regime, there will be 

smaller fluctuations in total consumption, output, capital, and investment, but the 

nominal and real exchange rate fluctuations are higher under flexible than under 

fixed exchange rate regime. The results are consistent with Friedman's (1953) 

hypothesis that the output responses to shocks are smoother in flexible exchange rate 

regime. Second, it provides one possible explanation to the different responses of the 

economy during 1970s and 1990s to similar oil price shocks. In the latter period, the 

variations in the nominal exchange rate dampen the real shocks to the economy. 

Specifically, a small open economy benefits from initial currency appreciation, 

which induces lower input cost and inflation rate. The eventual depreciation of 

domestic currency can strengthen the competitiveness of home country products. 

Third, oil price shocks affect the real exchange rates as documented by Zhou (1995) 

and Broda (2002). This implies that the high fluctuation of real exchange rate may 

come from the exogenous disturbance. The impulse response indicates that real 

so 
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exchange rate and terms of trade are procyclical, which is in line with findings of 

Mendoza (1995) and Backus and Crucini (2000). 

My model also suggests the changing effects of oil price shocks. Generally, the 

shift to more flexible exchange rate regimes, the decline share of oil in economy, and 

the higher degree of openness may all account for the changing effects of oil price 

shocks. However, due to the exogeneity assumption on foreign production in my 

model, the declining effects of oil price shocks under higher degree of openness may 

come from the model assumption instead of economic reasoning.33 

Finally, with the introduction of capital, the impulse response indicates that the 

decrease in output due to a one percent increase in oil price is approximately 0.02%. 

This result is more in line with empirical evidence compared to 0.15% drop in output 

in the baseline model. The big difference in results comes from the low oil share of 

output in the extended model. 

3 To further our study on this issue, we probably need to assume a complete financial market. If 

higher degree of openness indicates higher capital inflowt the variations in output can be reduced. 
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Table 6 Calibration of model 

Parameter Definition and Description Value 
cc Labor share in production 0.7 
P Annual discount factor 0.96 
7 Share of home produced goods in total consumption 0.6 
X Interest rate rule 0.5 
<t> Price stickiness 0.75 
<P Inverse elasticity of labor supply 3 
9/(9-\) Steady-state markup 1.2 

Serial correlation parameter for the foreign interest rate 
p' 0.8 

Serial correlation parameter for the foreign output 

Serial correlation parameter for oil price 
pp" 0.88 

Serial correlation parameter for technology 

Standard deviation of oil price 

Standard deviation of foreign output and technology 

0.85 

P Elasticity of substitution between home and foreign product 1.01 
V Inverse elasticity of substitution between capital and oil 1.7 
5 Annual depreciation rate 0.1225 
H Elasticity of investment rate to the price of capital 3 
' Ratio between oil and capital stock 0.9 
yNO Degree of impact of oil price on the foreign price level 0.01 
<y Elasticity of substitution for the home country product 1/2 

Standard deviation of foreign nominal interest rate 
1.379 

1.51 

' 1 

Responsiveness of monetary policy to output gap 

Responsiveness of monetary policy to nominal exchange rate 

Responsiveness of monetary policy to total inflation 
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Table 7 Statistics for the calibrated model under different exchange rate regime 

Standard deviation HP-Filtered 

cj=Q] q=025 coe =0.5 <yf=0.75 «,=0L99 

Nominal exchange rate 

Real exchange rate 

Interest rate 

Domestic Price 

Consumption 

output 

Capital 

Investment 

5.1499 

3.6718 

1.1809 

0.7294 

7.3192 

1.2812 

2.7413 

1.3949 

3.7546 

3.528 

0.9054 

1.3231 

8.139 

1.5316 

2.5233 

1.0271 

2.2368 

3.2364 

0.95 

1.971 

8.7399 

2.1593 

2.848 

1.8082 

1.0921 

2.9305 

1.2185 

2.3447 

8.9916 

2.6738 

3.088 

1.9444 

0.0476 

2.6644 

1.6406 

2.566 

8.9004 

3.0952 

3.1816 

1.9937 

Note: Standard deviations are obtained from Hodrick-Prescott filtered date shows the responsiveness 

of monetary policy to exchange rate. The higher the value, the more responsive is the monetary policy 

to exchange rate implying the more rigid the exchange rate regime. 
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Table 8 Statistics with different degree of openness 

Variable Standard deviation HP-Filtered 

\-y = 0A \-y=03 1 - 7 = 0.2 

Fixed Floating Fixed Floating Fixed Floating 

Nominal exchange rate 

Real exchange rate 

Interest rate 

Domestic inflation 

Consumption 

output 

Capital 

0.0476 

2.6644 

1.6406 

2.566 

8.9004 

3.0952 

3.1816 

3.7546 

3.528 

0.9054 

1.3231 

8.139 

1.5316 

2.5233 

0.0527 

3.2314 

1.6376 

2.698 

8.0002 

3.489 

2.7657 

4.1136 

4.4129 

0.6849 

1.3935 

6.8776 

1.6939 

1.821 

0.058 

3.7971 

1.6343 

2.8073 

7.141 

3.8524 

2.406 

4.502 

5.3692 

0.4641 

1.458 

5.5496 

1.8838 

1.2026 
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Table 9 Statistics with different share of oil in production 

Variable Standard deviation HP-Filtered 

1=0.9 i=0.95 i = 0.99 

Fixed Floating "Fixed Floating Fixed Floating 

Output 3.1459 1.5341 3.0952 1.5316 3.0648 1.5451 

Consumption 9.104 8.3176 8.9004 8.139 8.6969 7.9285 

Capital 3.0439 2.4063 3.1816 2.5233 3.3652 2.6954 

Investment 2.1331 1.0273 1.9937 1.0271 1.7478 0.9971 
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Figure 7 Variability of some macroeconomic aggregates in moving from flexible to 

fixed 
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Figure 8 Effect of oil price shock under flexible exchange rate regime 
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Figure 9 Effect of oil price shock under fixed exchange rate regime 
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Appendix B 

a. Mathematical Derivation 

Assumptions: 

a) The economy is small in the sense that it cannot influence the foreign price 

level. 

b) Oil is imported from other countries for domestic production; households will 

not consume oil directly. 

c) The foreign price level is composed of oil price, which is exogenous in the 

model, and non-oil goods price, which is constant over time. 

d) Oil and capital are assumed to be substitute in production. 

e) Domestic investment has an identical expression as consumption. 

f) The function form of 0(.) capital adjustment cost is assumed increasing and 

concave. 

Households 

The domestic economy is populated by a continuum of infinitely-lived identical 

households, which is index by/; I drop the indexation for simplicity. Across time, the 

representative domestic household maximizes utility function which is given by: 

(Bl) £,f>' 
1=0 

The consumption price index is 

(B2) Cl=(yl>CZ-;»+(l-y)u'C!.-l>>)'" 

The consumption-based price index is 
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,1/1-p 
(B3) /?=(y4T+0-y)^7)' 

The Lagrangian equation indicates 

L = (f'Cfi"" +(\-rfc^)"'r^)-Xl(PH,CHl + PF,CFl -M) 

then there are 

(B3a) C^ycZ" =KPH, 

(B3b) Cl
Kp'x\\-yfpC-F"/ = k,PFl 

(B3c) />„/:*,,+PF,CF,,=M 

From equation (la) and (lb), there is 

\IPC-\IP p 

I Z_H± _ H.I 

{\-rfc^"~ PFJ 

Then consumption on foreign goods in terms of domestic goods can be expressed 

as 

(B3d) CFl=(l-^)CHl(^y 

Substitute (Id) into (lc), there is 

r PFJ 

>>-p j . p i - e n . , M r> _ M J 

KrKl + *v:,'0-r)XV, pp 

pp Since7*557* + #7 0 ~r) = ' / - ! h a v e ^CH, 

M 
with — = C,, I can obtain the optimal allocation between domestic goods and 

foreign goods which is given by 
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(B4) C „ , = y 
rH,l C„CFj={\-y) P>., 

\~" 

'i J 

The representative household's budget constraint is given by 

(B5) P, (C, +/»,) + E, (Bl+l) = W,N, + Zfjr, + (1 + i,) 5, + r, 

The capital accumulation is described by 

(B6) K^=(\-8)K,+<t> 
C i \ In, 

\ K i J 
K, 

Maximize equation (1) subject to equation (5) and equation (6), The Lagrangian 

equation indicates 

'c)-° N)*v 

1-cr \+(p 

+^({1-5)^+0 
In, 

\ K i J 

+ YjWP,(C,+In,)+E,(Bl+l)-WlN,-Z,Kl-(l + il)B,-Tl) 
1=0 

K, - K,+l) 

The first order conditions are 

C~" P 
(B7) ^i— = ±i-

N* W. 

(B8) BE, 
C. 

'/ J 

(B9) Q,=C;° 

(B\0)Q, = BE, 

4 I, 

= KE' 

In, 

vp, 

7 
r-° zal + n l-<5 + 0 

(ln„ ^ 

K 

In. 

V v(+i J i*\ K. 
-<&,. 

(i V 

\ **«+! J 

Equation (B7) and equation (B8) have the same meaning as in chapter two. From the 

Lagrangian equation, taking first order condition with respect to In,, 1 have 

(B9a) A,Pl+HvJf = 0 
/ J 
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here, k,P, = C, ", //, has the same meaning as Tobin's q, which shows the value of 

an additional unit of capital. Rearrange equation (B9a), I can derive Equation (B9), 

which determines the investment rate as a function of Q, (the equivalent of the 

Tobin's q). Taking first order condition with respect toKl+], 1 can get equation (BIO) 

which describes the evolution of Qt over time. 

Domestic firms 

The firms' production function is given by 

(BID r,(j) = A,[txr(y)+(i-i)cr(y)]0^K(,) 

With CRTS production function, the marginal cost and unit cost will coincide, the 

production efficiency condition implies that 

(B12) mc, 

(B13) mc, 

( B 1 4 ) mc< »K l 8K,{j 

From equation (B13) and (B14), the substitution between capital and labor takes the 

following form 

er,(j)_ w, 
SN,(j) PHJ 

8Y,{j) _s,P;Kl 

80.U) PH., 

8Y,U) _ z, 

(B15) 'of i£,po. 

(l-t)Z, 

Domestic firms can reset their price to maximize 

(B16) E, 2>VX,+, [ C U)-MC,+k (])%> (j) 

Subject to the demand function which is given by 
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(B17) Yl+k(j)< P'HJU) 
p 

V 'H.l+k J 

\y H,l*k +^H,l+k J 

Since 
• \ A **M_ o C W 

P <7(y) 

Then the markup equation is 

PH.:(J) 
[CH.l+k+C-„l+k] = -3Yl+t(j)> 

PH7(J) 

(B18) P-(j) = 
•9 

5-1 

£, I^VX^^W^O') 

£, I/^X^C/-) 

When 3 = 0, there are no price rigidities, I have 

(B19) p-;(j) = (9/9-\)MCl 

Uncovered interest rate parity 

(B20) £ = -£-
P, £,+i 

Terms of trade and real exchange rate 

Law of one price holds all the time, which means 

(P21)PHj*s,FZJ,PFjl»e,FZJ 

The terms of trade are defined as the price of the imported good relative to the 

price of the domestic good. 

P E P* 
(B22) S, ^tI^ = blLL 

P P 
1H,l 1H,I 

The real exchange rate is defined as the relative price between foreign and 

domestic country 

eP' 
(B23) < = ^ -

Monetary policy and exchange rate regimes 
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The target for the nominal interest rate: 

(B24) (1 + /;) = ' P,^ 
p 

YT's, ' 

The determination of the actual short-run interest rate that accounts for the desire 

of the monetary authority to smooth changes in the interest rate is: 

(B25) (H-iXl+O'-'O+z,.,)* 

Steady State 

I normalize the price level in both home and foreign country in steady state and 

bonds are in zero supply. 

The equilibrium in the domestic goods market requires: 

(B26)C„+C;+/n = F 

From equation (B8), the steady-state gross nominal interest rate 

(B27) / = - - ! 
P 

From equation (BIO), together with the assumption on the steady state capital 

adjustment, there is: 

(B28) Z = l + S 
P 

Since there is no average nor marginal capital adjustment costs in steady state, then I 

have 

(B29) Tn = 8K 

From equation (B15), I have 

(B30) 
Koj i 
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From equation (Bl 1) and (B12), the labor-output ration is given by 

(B31) l = E^L 
Y CN" 

From equation (B13), (B14), and (B15), the capital-output ratio is given by 

Kj-a)MC 
Y Z + V 

where *F 
(1-«)Z 

From equation (B12)-(B14), and equation (B26), the steady state consumption is 

given by 

B33) C = \\-± L—l- i}Y 

I z+y 

Log-linearized model 

Aggregate demand 

From equation (B3), with the definition of inflation, the following equation can be 

obtained: 

(B34) &, = r&*,+(i-r)(£F,-£F,_,) 

From FOC of household's maximization, there is 

(B35) <jE,(dl+l)-ac, =E,(Q-El(x,.l) 

From equation (B20), the international risk sharing condition implies that 

(B36) if -/ , = E,£,+\ -s, 

From equation (9), foreign demand on domestic product can be described as 
(B37> cH=ps,+y, 
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From equation (B3) and (B2), domestic demands on home and foreign goods are 

described by 

(B38) cH,=p(]-y)s, + c,; cF, = -py's, + c, 

Log-linearize equation (B26) implies 

(B39) Yy, =CHCH,, +CYC'HJ +7n07, 

Log-linearize the FOC of household's maximization problem, from equation (B9), 

the investment rate is described by 

(B40) q,=-ac, + - (&, -* , ) 

Jln\In 

here 77= v . y . >0 

And the evolution of Q over time implies that 

(B41) q,=pZEt{{z^ -pM -a£M)+PqM} 

here in steady state, O (.) is subject to Q = O' — = 1, and <t> — = 5 = —. 

Log-linearize capital accumulation, there is 

(B42) E,(kl+[) = (\-S)k,+S&, 

Aggregate supply 

The production function suggests that 

(B43) y, =a, +an, +i(\-a)k,(\-i)(l-a)o, 

Log-linearization of equation (B18) and equation (B19) 

(B44) ^ = ^ ( U ) +
( l ' ^ " ^ f t c 
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The determination of real marginal cost can be obtained from combining equation 

(B7) and equation (B12): 

(B45) n\c, =<JC, +(m + l)n, +(l-y)s, -y, 

The substitution between oil and capital 

(B46) uo,-D*, = £ , - * , - £ , 

Monetary policy rule 

(B47) it = 0jn, +a>yyl
Ji-cbeEi + %ii-i 

w h e r e ^ = (\-x)<oK,&y = {\-x)<oy,&, = ( l - * ) ( © , / I - % ) ,i, * log(l +iJ\ + T) 

Exogenous process 

(B48) ( l+ i^ f l + Cy'exp^*) 

(B49) r,=Y,i exp(#*) 

(B50) 4 = ^ « p ( f f ) 

(BSD p0>(p0
,,M)/"°(^r) 
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Appendix B (Continued) 

b. Attached Matlab Code 

Endogenous Variables: pF,, kt,j,,s,,C,,TC,,7CHj,Z,,i,, s', j>„0„n„tk,, q\, 

Exogenous Variables: p'0,, /,*, y*, at 

%% SETTING PARAMETERS: 

alpha =0.7; 

beta =0.96; 

gama =0.6; 

gama_o =0.01; 

theta=6; 

phi =0.75; 

chi =0.5; 

psi =3; 

sigma =1/2; 

omega_pi=1.5; 

omega_y =0; 

omega_e =0.99; 

om_pi =(l-chi) 

om_y =( 1 -chi) 

om_e =(l-chi) 

mc_bar =(theta-

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

*omega_pi; 

*omega_y; 

*omega_e/( 1 -omega_e); 

l)/theta; 

mu =(1-phi)* (1-beta* phi)/phi; 

rho =1.01; 

delta =0.1225; 

iota= 0.95; 

upsilon=1.7; 

eta=3; 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

z_bar =l/beta-l+delta 

rho_o =0.88; 

rho_a =0.85; 

rho_yf =0.9: 

rho_if =0.8; 

sigma_if =1.378; 

sigma_po=1.51; 

sigma_a =1: 

sigma_yr=l; 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 
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lamda_a=((l-iota)*z_bar/iota)A(l/upsilon); 

lamda_b= 1 -(1 -alpha)* (lamda_a+delta) *mc_bar/(z__bar+lamda_a); 

lamda_c=alphaAalpha*( 1 -alpha)A( 1 -alpha)*mc_bar*(iota/z_bar)A(( 

ar+lamda_a)A(upsilon*( l-alpha)/( 1-upsilon)); 

lamda_d=(alpha* tnc_bar/lamda_b)A(psi* alpha/{psi+1)); 

c_bar =(lamda_c/lamda_d)A((psi+l )/alpha/(sigma+psi)); 

n_bar =( alpha* mc_bar*c_barA( l-sigma)/lamda_b)A( 1 /(psi+1)); 

y_bar =c_bar/lamda_b; 

k_bar =(l-alpha)*mc_bar*y_bai7(z_bar+lamda_a); 

o_bar =lamda_a*k_bar; 

in_bar =delta*k_bar; 

coe_l =z_bar*k_bar/mc_bar/y_bar/( 1-alpha); 

coe_2 =o_bar/mc_bar/y_bar/( 1 -alpha); 

ch_bar =gama*c_bar; 

cf_bar =c_bar-ch_bar; 

chf_bar =cf_bar+o_bar; 

%% DECLARING THE MATRICES: 

'import price 

'interest rate 

'terms of trade 

'consumption 

'capital 

'rental cost 

'Tobin q 

'domestic inflation 

'total inflation 

'nominal exchange rate 

'real exchange rate 

'output 

'investment 

'oil 

'labor 

'marginal cost 

'oil price 

'technology 

'foreign interest rate 

'foreign output 

'. %1 XI 

', " %2 X2 

%3 X3 

', %4 X4 

%5 X5 

%6 X6 

%7 ' X7 

', %8 Yl 

'. %9 Y2 

'. %10 Y3 

', %11 Y4 

'. %12 Y5 

'. %13 Y6 

', %14 Y7 

', %15 Y8 

', %16 Y9 

', %17 Zl 

', %18 72 

', %19 Z3 

'] %20 Z4 

%% EQUATIONS: 
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%% NON-EXPECTATIONAL EQUATIONS: 

%(6) 0 = tq(t)+sigma*c(t)-l/eta*in(t)+l/eta*k(t) 

%(7) 0 = s(t)-s(t-l)-pfU)+pfl>l)+pih(t) 

%(8) 0 = pi(t)-gama*pih(t)-(l-gama)*pfU)+(l-gama)*p^t-l) 

%(9) 0 = pf(t)-e(t)-gama_o*po(t) 

%(10) 0 = q(t)-gama*s(t) 

%(11) 0 = y(t)-a(t)-alpha*n(t)-(l-alpha)*(l-iota)*o(t)-(l-alpha)*iota*k(t) 

%(12)0=y_bar*y(t)-ch_bar*c(t)-rho*(chf_baH-(l-gama)*ch_bar)*s(t)-chf_bar*yfl;t)-in_bar*in(t) 

%(13) 0 = upsilon*o(t)-upsilon*k(t)-z(t)+e(t)+po(t) 

%(14) 0 = mc(t)-sigma*c(t)-(psi+l)*n(tHl-gama)*s(t)+y(t) 

%(15) 0 = mc(t)+y(t)+pf(t)-s(t)-coe_l*(z(t)+k(t))-coe_2*(e(t)+po(t)+o(t)) 

%(16) 0 = i(t)-om_pi*pi(t)-om_y*y(t)-om_e*e(t)-chi*i(t-l) 

%% EXPECTATIONAL EQUATIONS: 

%(1) 0 = E_t{ sigma*c(t+l)-sigma*c(t)-i(t+l)+pi(t+l)} 

%(2) 0 = E_t{ i(t)-iflt)-e(t+l)+e(t) } 

%(3) 0 = E_t{ pih(t)-beta*pih(t+l)-mu*mc(t) } 

%(4) 0 = E_t{ k(t+l)-(l-delta)*k(t)-delta*in(t)} 
%(5) 0 = 

E_t{tq(t)-beta*tq(t+1)-(1 -beta)* sigma* c(t+1 )+beta*z_bar*z(t+1 )+beta*z_bar*gama* s(t+1 )-beta* 
z_bar*pl(t+l)} 

%% EXOGENOUS EQUATIONS: 

%(17) yfl;t+l) = rho_yf*yfl;t)+ iidShock(t+l); with E_t { iidShock(t+l) }=0 

%(18) po(t+l) = rho_o*po(t)+iidShock(t+l);withE_t{iidShock(t+l) }=0 

%(19) a(t+l) = rho_a*a(t)+iidShock(t+l);withE_t { iidShock(t+l) }=0 

% (20) if(t+l) = rho_iFifU)+ iidShock(t+l); with E_t { iidShock(t+l) }=0 

%% FIND MATRICES FOR FORMAT: 

%0 = AA*X(t)+BB*X(t-l)+CC*Y(t)+DD*Z(t) 

% AA 11x7 

% BB 11x7 

% CC 11X9 

% DD 11x4 

%0 = E_t{ FF*X(t+l)+GG*X(t)+HH*X(t-l)+JJ*Y(t+l)+KK*Y(t)+LL*Z(t+l)+MM*Z(t) } 

% FF 5x7 

% GG 5x7 ' 

loo 
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% HH 5x7 

% JJ 5x9 

% KK 5x9 

% LL 5x4 

% MM 5x4 

%Z(t+l) = NN*Z(t)+epsilon(t+l), withE_t{epsilon(t+l)}=0 

% NN 4x4 

% for pf(t), 

AA=[0, 

-1 . 
-(1-gama) 

1, 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0. 

o. 
1. 
0. 

display (AA); 

%forpfl>l), 
BB=[0, 

1, 

(1-gama), 

0, 

0. 

0, 

0, 

0, 
0. 

0, 

0, 

display (BB); 

i(t), 

0, 

0, 

0. 

o. 
0. 

0. 

s(t). 

0, 

1, 
0. 

0, 

-gama. 

0. 

, 

c(t), 

sigma. 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0, 

k(t), 

1/eta. 

0, 

0, 

0, 

0. 

-(l-alpha)*iota. 

0, -rho* (chf_bar+( 1 -gama)* ch_bar), -ch_bai 

0, 

0. 

0. 

1. 

i(t-l), 

0. 

o, 
o, 
0. 

0. 

0. 

0, 

0, 

0. 

0, 

-chi, 

0. 

-(1-gama), 

-1 , 

0, 

s(t-l), 

0, 

-1 , 
0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0, 

0, 

0. 

0, 

0, 

0. 

-sigma, 

0, 

0. 

c(t-l), 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

k(t-l), 

0, 

0, 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0, 

0. 

0, 

-upsilon, 

0, 

-coe_ 

0, 
.1 , 

z(t-l), tq(t-l) 

0, 
0. 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0, 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0]; 

z(t), 

0. 

0. 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

-1 . 

0. 

-coe_l 

0, 

%forpih(t), pi(t), e(t), q(t), y(t), in(t). o(t), n(t). 

CC=[ 0, 

1. 

0. 

0, 
o. 
0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0, 

-1/eta, 

0, 

0. 

0, 

0. 

0. 
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-gama. 

0, 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0. 

o. 
0. 

0. 

display (CC); 

1. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. -

-om_pi. 

dispfrank of CC); 

rank(CC) 

%for po(t), 

DD=[ 0, 

0, 

0, 

-gama_o. 

0, 

0. 

0. 

1, 
0. 

-coe_2, 

0, 

display (DD); 

%forpf(t+l), 

FF=[0, 

0, 

o, 
0, 

-beta*z_bar, 

display (FF); 

%for pflt), 
GG=[ 0, 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0. 

a(t), 

0. 

0. 

0. 

o, 
0, 

-1 . 

o, 
0 , 

0. 

0. 

0. 

i(t+l). 

-1 , 

0. 

0. 

o, 
0, beta* 

i(t), 
0. 

1. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

-1 , 

0, 

0. 

0. 

1. 

o. 
coe_2. 

-om_' 

i«t), 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

s(t+l). 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0, 

0. 

0. 

1, 

0. 

0, 

o, 
0, 

0. 

e, 0. 

y*W 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-chf_bar 

0 

0 

0 

0]: 

c(t+l). 

0. 

0. 

o. 
1. 

y_bar. 

0. 

1. 

1. 

-om_y, 

k(t 

sigma, 

0, 

0. 

0. 

z_bar*gama, (beta-1)" 

s(t), 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

c(t), 

-sigma. 

0, 

0, 

'sigma, 

k(t), 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0, -(1-delta), 

0, 0, 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0, 0, 

0, 0, 

0, 0, 

-(l-iota)*(l-alpha), -alpha. 

in_bar, 0, 0, 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0. 

t+D. 
0. 

0. 

0. 

1, 

0, 1 

z(t), 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

upsilon, 0, 

0, -(psi+1), 

-coe_2, 0, 

0, 0, 

z(t+l). tq(t+l) 

0, 0 

0, 0 

0, 0 

0, 0 

Deta*z_bar, -beta]; 

tq(t) 
0 

0 

0 

0 

i]; 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0]; 
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display (GG); 

%for pfl> 1 ),i(t-1 ),s(t-1 ),c(t-1 ),k(t-1), z(t-1 ),tq(t-1) 

HH=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

0,0,0,0.0.0,0 

0,0,0,0.0,0,0 

0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

0,0,0,0,0,0.0]; 

display (HH); 

%forpih(t+l), pi(t+l). e(t+l), q(t+l), y(t+l). in(t+l), o(t+l), n(t+l), mc(t+l) 

JJ=[ 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 

0, 

-beta, 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0, 

0, 

0. 

-1. 
0. 

0, 

0, 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0, 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0. 

o. 
0, 

0, 

0. 

0, 

0, 

0. 

0 

0 

0 

o]; 

display (JJ); 

%for pih(t), 

KK=[ 0, 

0, 

1, 

0. 

0, 

display (KK); 

LL=[0,0,0,0 

0,0,0,0 

0,0.0,0 

0,0,0.0 

0,0,0,0]; 

display (LL); 

% for po(t), 

MM=[ 0, 

0, 

0, 

Pi(t), 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

a(t), 

0, 

0. 

0, 

m, 
o, 
-1. 
0. 

e(t). 

0. 

1. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

yf(t) 
0 

0 

0 

q(t), 

0. 

0, 

0, 

0, 

0, 

y(t), 

o. 
0. 

o. 
0. 

o, 

in(t), 

0, 

0, 

0, 

-delta, 

0, 

o(t). 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

n(t). 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

' 

mc(t) 

0 

0 

-mu 

0 

0]; 
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0, 0. 0. 0 

0, 0, 0, 0]; 

display (MM); 

NN=[rho_o, 0. 0, 0 

0, rho_a, 0, 0 

0, 0. rho_if, 0 

0, 0. 0. rho_yfJ; 

Sigma=[sigma_poA2, 0, 0, 0 

0, sigma_aA2. 0, 0 

0, 0, sigma_iP2, 0 

0. 0, 0, sigma_yP7]; 

% SETTING OPTIONS: 

[l_equ,m_states] = size(AA); 

[l_equ,n_endog ] = size(CC); 

[l_equ,k_exog ] = size(DD); 

PERIOD = 4; % number of periods per year, i.e. 4 for quarterly 

GNP_INDEX=3 ;% Index of output among the variables selected for HP filter 

IMP_SELECT =[2:5,8:13 ]; 

DO_SIMUL = 1; % Calculates simulations 

SIM_LENGTH=150; 

DO_MOMENTS = 1; % Calculates moments based on frequency-domain methods 

%DO_ENLARGE =1;% 

HP_SELECT = 1 :(m_states+n_endog+k_exog); % Selecting the variables for the HP Filter 

%IMPJOINT=0;IMP_SUBPLOT=1; 

%IMP_SINGLE=1; 

do_it; % Starts calculations 
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Chapter 4 

Oil Consumption, Different Measure of Inflation Rate and Welfare 

4.1 Introduction 

Monetary policy rules have been the subject of much work in the literature but in 

the context of closed economies. More recently, monetary policy rules have been 

investigated using the open economy framework (Svensson, 2000 and Devereux, 

Lane and Xu, 2006). In an open economy context, the exchange rate and shocks 

from the rest of the world are important for conducting monetary policy.34 The real 

exchange rate affects relative prices between domestic and foreign goods, which in 

turn affect both domestic and foreign demand for domestic goods. Therefore, the 

movements in the real exchange rate contribute to the aggregate-demand channel for 

the transmission of monetary policy. There is also a direct exchange rate channel for 

the transmission of monetary policy to inflation since the exchange rate affects 

domestic currency prices of imported final goods, which enter the consumer price 

index (CPI). Hence, in open economies, the operating procedure of alternative 

monetary policies requires an endogenous reaction function, which expresses the 

instrument as a function of relevant domestic and foreign variables. 

Among the numerous types of reaction functions or monetary policy rules in the 

literature, the most widely analyzed is the Taylor's (1993) monetary policy rule. The 

34 Svensson (2000) studies the inflation targeting in a small open economy using negative 

productivity shock and positive demand shock. 
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original Taylor rule involves two key variables: deviations in inflation and deviations 

in output gap. To capture the international transmission of monetary policy, 

researchers modify the original Taylor rule and incorporate exchange rate as 

transmission channel of monetary policy.35 In the closed economy context, Persson 

and Tabellini (1996) introduce a monetary policy rule, which includes international 

coordination to enhance credibility using a static model. They show that a system of 

mandatory inflation targets could remove the incentive to deliberately engage in 

competitive devaluation. At the same time, it restores domestic credibility to a low 

inflation policy.36 In the open economy context, Svensson (2000) assumes a central 

bank loss function, which is composed of the weighted sum of the unconditional 

variance corresponding to the targeting of CPI inflation and domestic inflation and 

stabilization of the output gap, and the smoothing of the instrument - the interest rate. 

He then changes the relative weight on each variable to examine the effects of 

inflation targeting using realistic lags in the different monetary policy transmission 

channels. He shows that the flexible domestic-inflation targeting successfully 

stabilizes both domestic inflation and the output gap. 

Kollmann (2002) computes welfare-maximizing interest rate rules using a 

business cycle model. He assumes shocks to the domestic productivity, to the world 

interest rate, to the world inflation, and to the uncovered interest parity condition and 

calibrates to data for Japan, Germany and the United Kingdom. He concludes that the 

35 See Taylor (19^9), Ball (1999), Rotemberg and Woodford (1998), Clarida, Gali and Gertler (1999), 

Svensson (2000), Monacelli (2004) 
36 See Blake and Westaway (1996), Nadal-De Simone et al. (1996) 
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optimized rule entails rather strict (but not perfect) targeting of the growth rate of the 

domestic producer price index, which yields a welfare level that is close to that of the 

economy under flexible prices. 

Gali and Monacelli (2005), on the other hand, lay out a small open economy 

version of Calvo sticky price model and analyze the macroeconomic implications of 

three alternative monetary policy regimes for the small open economy using 

productivity as exogenous disturbance.37 Under a particular parameterization of 

household's preference, they derive the second order approximation to the utility 

losses associated with suboptimal regimes when domestic inflation targeting 

constitutes the optimal policy. 

In an open economy context, the alternative monetary policies also affect the 

volatility of nominal and real exchange rates. Svensson (2000) compares strict and 

flexible inflation targeting of CPI and domestic inflation. He finds that flexible CPI 

targeting limits the variations of the output gap and the real exchange rate. Kollmann 

(2002) finds that optimized policy rules (targeting the domestic producer price index) 

have a pronounced anti-inflation stance and entail significant nominal and real 

exchange rate volatility. Gali and Monacelli (2005) also show a policy of domestic 

inflation targeting implies a substantially larger volatility of both nominal and real 

exchange rates than CPI targeting and an exchange rate peg. 

Many economists believe that "core inflation" defined as inflation excluding 

certain volatile prices, such as food and energy prices, is more appropriate as a 

Three alternative monetary regimes are domestic inflation targeting, CPI targeting and an exchange 

rate peg. 
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measure of the inflation rate. They argue that even though food and energy have 

substantial influence on the overall price level, they are quickly reversed and do not 

require a monetary policy response. On the other hand, their opponents argue that a 

rise in aggregate demand that might set off a period of higher inflation may initially 

show up in increases in certain sensitive prices that are set in more competitive 

markets. They suggest that commodity prices are good indicators of the status of the 

economy since they are highly responsive to changing economic conditions.38 

I study the relative performance of alternative monetary policies in the presence 

of oil price shocks using a small open economy model and compare four monetary 

policy rules: a fixed exchange rate regime and three inflation indicators targeted by 

the central bank. The three price indices are: the overall CPI, the non-oil CPI, and 

the domestic production price. I develop a small open economy dynamic stochastic 

general equilibrium model with price stickiness and address the effects of oil price 

shocks by introducing direct oil consumption of households as well as oil input in 

the production. In this essay, I do not include capital in the production since it could 

unnecessarily complicate the model and, as shown in Chapter 2 and 3, without 

adding value to the analysis. It also makes the derivation of welfare function so 

much more difficult. 

When households consume oil directly, the oil price, together with domestic 

price and imported price, is included in the consumer price index (CPI). This could 

18 Mankiw and Reis (2003) lists the choice of the appropriate inflation indicator as one of the three 

open questions about price dynamics, along with the formation of inflation expectations and the 

existence of a trade-off between inflation and output stabilization. 
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have policy implications on the choice of the appropriate price index for the measure 

of inflation rate. That is, even though overall price level, such as CPI, is widely 

available and studied in literature, yet it is not necessarily the best one to serve as a 

target for monetary authority. I address the issue of which of the price indices serves 

as the best measure of inflation rate using a welfare loss function. I find that the 

domestic price index is the most appropriate measure of inflation because it induces 

less welfare loss. 

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the 

model, and section 4.3 describes its calibration. Section 4.4 presents the simulation 

and sensitivity analysis. Section 4.5 conducts a welfare evaluation of the different 

measures of inflation rate. Section 4.6 concludes. 

4.2 The Model 

The model is an extension of the baseline model. 1 do not restate the whole 

model but illustrate the different parts and specify three price indices and three 

measures of inflation. The infinitely-lived representative household consumes a 

differentiated basket of domestic goods, imported goods, and oil. In each period, the 

household decides his consumption of goods and oil and derives wage from working. 

Hence, oil price changes have two-fold effects on the price level. First, oil price 

affects households' consumption decisions directly thereby changing the overall 

price level. Second, it alters firms' production, which changes the domestic price 

level. 
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4.2.1 The Consumption Bundle 

Unlike chapters 2 and 3, the representative household consumes oil in addition to 

non-oil products. The household's consumption is composed of a basket of 

differentiated domestic and foreign goods (which are both tradable and indexed by j). 

The consumption bundle of household j is given by: 

w 

(4.1) 

where C0, represents oil consumption, and CN0, is a bundle of non-oil consumption 

which constitutes domestic and foreign goods, K represents the oil share in the 

consumption basket, and parameter if/ is the elasticity of substitution between oil 

and non-oil consumption. The composition of the non-oil goods is the same as 

before, which is given by: 

cN0, = [fcHT+(i - YT cr;1")"""' (4.2) 

Parameter p, as before, is the intratemporal elasticity of substitution between home 

and foreign products. For any given level of consumption, each household purchases 

a composite of home and foreign goods and oil in order to minimize the total cost of 

its consumption basket. That is, each household minimizes 

E,Po,,co,,(j) +
 PNO,,CNOAJ)>

 s ubJec t t 0 equation (4.1), where p'0lis oil price in 

foreign currency, and pNOlis the price index in domestic currency for non-oil 

products. The optimal allocation of any given expenditure within each category of 

goods yields the demand functions for oil and non-oil goods: 

mi 

c,U) 
<n-\ 

(i-Ky(cNOI(j))^ +K*(cOJ(j)) 
w-i 
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Co,,U) = K 

( P Y" 

v P, J 
c,U) 

f • V 
c,U) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

Analogously, the optimal composition of non-oil consumption by minimizing the 

cost of goods consumption basket, PH tCH ,(j)+PF ,CF, (j), subject to equation (4.2) 

is given by: 

CHj = Y 

(p V 

P 
\ A'o.< J 

^NO.f ^F.l ~ ' ' Yl 

rF.l 

p 
V ' NO,I J 

c\ (4.5) 

The overall consumption-based price index (CPI) and the non-oil consumption 

price index are given by: 

P,= K(eFoy + ( 1 - * ) J & 

^=HT+(i-x)^'7) 

i 

i/i-p 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

The representative domestic household is similar as in chapters 2 and 3. The 

household maximizes E,2\fi'U(C,,Nt) according to the budget constraint, 
1=0 

P,C, + Bl+] = WtNl +(l + /,)j?/ + T , . All the variables and parameters are as previously 

defined. 

4.2.2 Different Measures of Inflation, Terms of Trade, and Real Exchange Rate 

The inclusion of oil in the consumption basket enriches the model structure and 

the implementation of monetary policy accordingly. I assume the central bank has 

adopted a regime where deviations in inflation, output, and nominal exchange rate 

in 
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have impact on the short-run nominal interest rate. Unlike the previous chapters, the 

central bank can choose one of the three price indices as the measure of inflation rate. 

The question is which measure of inflation rate the central bank should target. Three 

P 
possible inflation targets are overall CPI inflation, n, = —'—, non-oil CPI inflation, 

P P 
KM> i ~ —^~~' and domestic production inflation, KH , = '' . 

"NO,I-\ "H,I-\ 

The terms of trade are still defined as the price of the imported good relative to 

the price of the domestic good. 

P E P' 
Sm£LL = El£r± (4.8) 

P P 
IH,l JH,I 

The real exchange rate is then defined as: 

s P" e'tmtilL. (4.9) 

P, 

Since oil is included in the consumption basket, the relationship between terms 

of trade and real exchange rate is39 

£ P' £ P' 
er SfL. + biL- (4.10) 

p p 

4.2.3 Monetary Policy 

The formulation of monetary policy is described in chapters 2 and 3, and the 

log-linear approximation version of the policy rule can be written as: 

i,=(o"n, +coyy,+6)s£,+(\-x)ii-i (4.11) 

,9 This contrast with the previous two chapters where there is no difference between non-oil price and 

CPI. 
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where o" = (]-^)<y"with the superscript m indicating the measure of inflation, 

d)y = (l-x)coy , a>£ = (l-x){t°c / l - » £ ) a n d /', « log(l+/,/l + /' ) . As defined in 

section 4.3.2, I consider three measures of inflation and analyze separately the 

monetary policy regimes in which the central bank reacts either to the changes in 

CPI, or in non-oil CPI (NO), or in the domestic production price index (H). 

Accordingly, m e {CPI, NO, H) 

4.2.4 Steady State with Direct Oil Consumption 

In the steady state, I assume bonds are in zero net supply, the equilibrium in the 

domestic goods market requires: 

C„+C'H=Y (4.12) 

Also, the small open economy has balanced trade position in the steady state, and 

then there is: 

C'H =C,+0 = C, +0P +C0 (4.13) 

where at the steady state, Ois total oil import, 0;,is the oil used for production and 

C0 is the oil used for direct consumption. From equation (4.3) and equation (4.4), oil 

consumption and non-oil consumption in the steady state can be written as: 

C0=KC, CN0=(\-K)C (4.14) 

Consumption on imported and domestic non-oil goods are: 

CF=(\-y)CN0=(\-K)(\-y)C (4.15) 

CH=yCN0=(\-K)yC (4.16) 

The production efficiency implies that: 
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-^- = (\-a)MC (4.17) 

4.2.5 The log-linearized version of FOC and other conditions 

The model is solved by taking log-linear approximation around the steady state. I 

use a variable with a hat to denote the deviation of a variable from the steady state 

and a variable with a bar to denote the steady state. Several equations need particular 

attention due to the three measures of inflation. 

Aggregate demand 

With the log-linearized version of equation (4.7) and the definition of inflation, 

the non-oil CPI inflation can be described by: 

» ^ , , = ^ + ( i - r ) ( ^ , - ^ , - , ) (4-18) 

With the log-linearized version of equation (4.6), the overall CPI inflation can be 

described by: 

A, = K(S,+ p0l-(i,_x+ p0,_x)) + {\-K)nNOl (4.19) 

Equation (4.18) states that the overall inflation is decided by non-oil inflation and oil 

price changes. The Euler equation is given by: 

a£,(c,+J-<Tc,=E,(/;+1-*,+l) (4.20) 

Here c, refers to the deviation of total consumption, which is composed of oil 

consumption, domestic goods consumption, and imported goods consumption. 

#,+1 is the future overall inflation rate, which is affected by domestic price, imported 

price, and oil price. 

The uncovered interest parity implies that: 
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it -ii -E,Si+\ -a, (4.21) 

From equation (4.10), the log-linearized version of real exchange rate is given by: 

q,=Y{\-K)s,-[\-y°)Kp0j (4.22) 

If I compare this version to the log-linearized version of real exchange rate in the 

previous two chapters, I can see that oil price has a direct effect on real exchange 

rate. More specifically, real exchange rate is positively correlated with terms of trade, 

and negatively correlated with oil price, y" and K represent the oil share in 

consumption basket in the foreign and domestic economy, respectively. Equation 

(4.21) also indicates that real exchange rate decreases (or appreciates) more if 

domestic households consume more oil (higher K ). On the other hand, real exchange 

rate decreases less if foreign households consume more oil (higher y°). 

From equation (4.3), (4.4), and equation (4.5), domestic demands on home and 

foreign goods are described by: 

CHJ = PO - f)*t+ ^Noj. chl = -pys, + SNOl (4.23) 

Domestic oil consumption and non-oil consumption are given by: 

<?*»., = WW's, + W (l - 7° ) P'o., + c, (4.24) 

c0l =-y(]-K)[(l-y°)pl>J + ys,] + cl (4.25) 

The market equilibrium is: 

Yy,=CHCH,, +CHCHJ (4.26) 

4.3 Model Parameterization 

The parameter settings are similar with the previous chapters and it is 
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summarized in Table 9. One parameter which needs particular attention is the oil 

share in the consumption basket. The average of the ratio of oil import to goods 

import from 1997 to 2002 in United States is approximately 11%40. Since the share 

of home-good consumption y is chosen such that the steady state sum of exports 

and imports is roughly 40% of output, the oil share in the consumption basket can be 

calculated. In the calibration of the model, 1 set K equal to 0.03. This value is close 

to the estimate made by Medina and Soto (2005) for Chile. They estimate the 

steady-state share of oil in the consumption basket to be 0.04, which is consistent 

with the oil share utilization considered in the computation of the Chilean CPI. 

4.4 Simulation Results 

I simulate the sensitivity of the impact of the oil price shock on the 

macroeconomy under different scenarios. First, the model is analyzed under four 

different monetary policy rules: a fixed exchange rate rule and three types of 

inflation targeting rules where I use the overall CPI, the non-oil CPI, and the 

domestic production price index as the measure of inflation rate, respectively. The 

model allows choosing coc - 0.99 for fixed exchange rate regime. I then change the 

price indices to analyze different inflation targeting rules. I want to see which 

monetary policy rule induces lower fluctuations in output. Second, I compare the 

three price indices that the central bank chooses as target by assigning different 

weights on inflation in the monetary policy rule function given a fixed weight on 

40 Data from IFS 
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output. By doing this, I can address the issue of which measure of inflation is 

appropriate for policy implementation. I can also see if assigning different weights 

on inflation has an impact on the domestic economy with oil price shocks. Third, I 

compare the effects of different share of oil in the domestic and foreign consumption 

basket. 

4.4.1 Alternative monetary policy rules: the impulse responses 

Figures 10, 11, 12 and 13 illustrate the effects of a positive oil price shock on key 

macroeconomic variables. I compare four monetary policy rules: a fixed exchange 

rate and three types of inflation targeting rules using different price index as the 

measure of inflation rate. When the central bank keeps the nominal exchange rate 

fixed, output will drop more and inflation rate is higher compared to the other 

monetary policy rules. When the central bank focuses on the domestic monetary 

policy and allows the nominal exchange rate to float, the impulse response in Figures 

11 and 12 show similar patterns when the central bank choose total CPI or non-oil 

CPI as the measure of inflation rate. Yet output decreases less if the central bank 

chooses domestic inflation as the measure of inflation rate as shown in Figure 13. 

Also, a comparison of impulse responses in Figures 10 to 13 indicate that the 

inflation is the lowest if the central bank use domestic goods price index as the 

measure of inflation rate. 

4.4.2 Sensitivity analysis: alternative monetary policy rules 

Table 10 summarizes the volatilities of major economic variables with direct oil 
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consumption under alternative monetary policy rules. I assume cov = 0 and 

conm = 1.5 to be consistent with the previous chapters. The three price indices used in 

inflation targeting rules are the overall CPI, the non-oil CPI, and the domestic 

production prices. Several results emerge. First, the observations show that my 

conclusion about the role of exchange rate regimes still holds with direct oil 

consumption. Output and consumption are less volatile when the central bank allows 

the nominal exchange rate to float. Second, the fluctuations in output are the lowest 

when the central bank chooses the domestic price index as the measure of inflation 

rate under flexible exchange rate regime. Third, the variations in all variables exhibit 

lower fluctuations when households consume oil directly compared to the baseline 

model. The difference is mainly caused by high elasticity of substitution between oil 

and non-oil goods. If households can substitute their consumption easily, the overall 

consumption may exhibit lower fluctuations. 

4.4.3 Sensitivity analysis: different assigning weight on deviations of inflation 

Table 11 summarizes the results when the central bank puts increasing weight on 

deviations of inflation from steady state for a given weight on output gap 

(fl) = 0.25). The monetary policy that puts lower weight on inflation is beneficial in 

the sense that the volatility in output and consumption is lower, as well as the 

nominal interest rate.41 In my model, the increasing weight on inflation induces a 

higher increase in the nominal interest rate, which suggests a tighter monetary 

41 In contrast, Leduc and Sill (2004) conduct similar comparison and suggest that the higher weight 

on the inflation deviations from steady state is beneficial. The difference comes from the injected 

money supply which raises current and future inflation. 
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policy. 

The literature on monetary policy also suggests that choosing a different measure 

of inflation rate as a target may have impact on the volatility of real exchange rate. 

My simulation shows that a higher volatility of real exchange rate as the central bank 

puts a lower weight on the deviation of inflation using changes in overall CPI or 

non-oil CPI as the measure of inflation. In addition, the volatility of real exchange 

rate is also higher when the inflation target is the change in the domestic production 

price. However, when the central bank chooses changes in the domestic production 

price as the measure of inflation, the volatility of output is lower. The results are 

consistent with Kollmann (2002) and Gali and Monacelli (2005). Both conclude that 

the lower volatility of output is coupled with the higher volatility in real exchange 

rate when the central bank chooses changes in the domestic price as the measure of 

inflation rate. The different volatility in output also suggests that the central bank 

should choose the appropriate price index as the measure of inflation rate for optimal 

policy implementation. In section 4.5, I present the welfare loss associated with three 

measures of inflation rate the central bank chooses to follow. 

4.4.4 Different oil shares in domestic and foreign consumption 

When the domestic households consume oil directly, K and y° represent oil 

share in the domestic and foreign consumption basket, respectively. In the calibrated 

model, since I assume C' =Y', xrand y° describe the impact of oil price changes 

on change in the price level. When K > y° (the scenario in sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2), 
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oil price shocks have larger immediate impact on the domestic economy than foreign 

country. The reverse is true when A: < / r ; , oil price shocks have smaller immediate 

impact on the domestic economy than the foreign economy. Under both scenarios, 

domestic output will drop due to higher price of oil. In the latter case, however, 

domestic output will decrease by less due to smaller immediate impact of the rise in 

the price of oil. Hence, the magnitude of increase in the price is smaller in the home 

country compared to the foreign country.42 

4.5 Optimal Monetary Policy: Welfare Analysis 

I derive the welfare loss function following Gali and Monacelli (2005). To find 

the analytical solution, I assume both the intertemporal elasticity of substitution and 

the intratemporal elasticity of substitution equal to 1. As shown in Appendix D, the 

second order approximation of the utility-based welfare loss of the representative 

household is: 

r\$^n.^ 0+*) "<,-£ f § ^ + c ^ ^ s ^ r ^ + o ( M , ) (4-27) 

where @J±^tM 

Therefore, the expected welfare losses can be derived in terms of variances of 

domestic inflation and output gap by taking unconditional expectations of (4.26) and 

letting/?->!. 

42 The representative household does not substitute his consumption on domestic goods with fireign 

goods because imported price increases more than domestic price 
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When (p is higher, which represents lower elasticity of labor supply, the relative 

weight on the output gap variability is higTier. Hence, there is larger penalty for 

variations in the output gap. Also, as ( l - a ) i s in the denominator of the parameter 

of the output gap volatility, the relative weight of the domestic inflation increases 

with the share of oil in the production, which also implies a larger penalty for 

variability of the output gap. However, if I set a lower steady state mark-up (with 

higher 9), there is larger penalty in the welfare loss function for variations in 

inflation. 

I then use my simulation results to compare the welfare loss the monetary target 

the exchange rate and the inflation rate using three different measures of inflation. 

Based on my results, I rank the welfare losses accordingly. The rank of the welfare 

losses is given by: 

'H < 'NO < 'CP1 < 'FIXED 

(4.29) 
(3 14>(3 24) (3 25) 0 08) 

As I can see from the above relationship, the welfare loss is highest when the 

monetary target is the exchange rate. In contrast, welfare losses are lower when the 

exchange rates are allowed to float. This result is consistent with Friedman's (1953) 

hypothesis. It is also consistent to chapters 2 and 3, where the variations in the 

output gap and the domestic price changes are the highest when the exchange rates 

are fixed. Furthermore, the coefficients in the welfare loss function indicate that the 
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weight on the variations in domestic price is much higher than the weight on the 

variations in output gap. 

The welfare loss is lowest when the central bank tries to target the domestic price 

index. Both the variations in output and domestic prices contribute to the total 

welfare loss, they exhibit lower fluctuations when the central bank choose domestic 

price index as its measure of inflation. Intuitively, since foreign prices are exogenous, 

only domestic price inflation corresponds to the distortions caused by the domestic 

price rigidity. To eliminate the price distortion, the monetary policy should react 

directly to the domestic price level, which could introduce stability of the economy. 

4.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I introduce oil in the consumption basket and analyze the 

performance of four monetary policy rules in the presence of oil price shocks. 

Compared with the Chapters 2 and 3, I find that the inclusion of oil in consumption 

basket leads to slightly lower variations in consumption, output, nominal interest rate, 

and overall price level. This may be explained by the assumed high elasticity of 

substitution between non-oil goods and oil in the consumption basket. 

My results suggest broadly similar patterns especially on the role of exchange 

rates in mitigating or exacerbating oil price shocks. In contrast with the two previous 

chapters, I formally evaluate the impact of fixed and flexible exchange rate regimes 

using a welfare loss function. My results suggest that a fixed exchange rule not only 

induces higher volatility in output and inflation but also a larger welfare loss 
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compared to the other three monetary policy rules. 

Among the three measures of inflation targeted by the central bank, I have two 

main results. First, it is important to distinguish between alternative price indices 

when modeling the dynamic effects of oil price shocks. Targeting the change in 

domestic production inflation may induce lower variations in output and domestic 

price. Hence, the welfare loss is lower. Second, my results indicate that when the 

central bank chooses domestic price index as the measure of inflation, the lower 

volatility of output is coupled by the higher variations in real exchange rate. This 

conclusion is consistent with the findings of Svensson (2000), Kollmann (2002) and 

Gali and Monacelli (2005). 
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Table 10 Calibration of model 

Parameter Definition and Description Value 

CC Labor share in production 0.7 

P Annual discount factor 0.96 

7 Share of home produced goods in total consumption 0.6 

X Interest rate rule 0.5 

ij> Price stickiness 0.75 

<P Inverse elasticity of labor supply 3 

K Oil share in the consumption basket 0.03 

W Elasticity of substitution between oil and non-oil consumption 3 

& 19 - 1 Steady-state markup 1.2 

p' Serial correlation parameter for the foreign interest rate 0.85 

py Serial correlation parameter for the foreign output 0.9 

pp" Serial correlation parameter for oil price 0.8 

p" Serial correlation parameter for technology 0.8 

P Elasticity of substitution between home and foreign product 1 ..01 

y Degree of oil price impact on the foreign price level 0.99 

<y Inverse elasticity of substitution for the home country product 1.01 

a' Standard deviation of foreign nominal interest rate 1.379 

af° Standard deviation of oil price 1.51 

cr£ Standard deviation of foreign output and technology 1 

(Dy Responsiveness of monetary policy to output gap 0 

0ie Responsiveness of monetary policy to nominal exchange rate 0.99-0.25 

(On Responsiveness of monetary policy to total inflation 1.5 
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Table 11 Statistics for the calibrated model with direct oil consumption 

Variable 

Flexible (H) 

Nominal exchange rate 2.825 

Real exchange rate 1.7297 

Consumption 3.9365 

Output 1.044 

Interest rate 0.573 

Domestic price 0.3867 

Price 1.0957 

Standard deviation HP-Filtered 

Flexible (NO) Flexible (CP1) Fixed 

2.4651 2.4523 0.2268 

1.5351 1.528 0.7421 

3.7537 3.7481 4.4138 

1.0805 1.0836 1.8423 

0.8974 0.9125 1.0966 

0.3987 0.4001 0.6105 

0.8203 0.8097 0.3446 
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Table 12 Statistics under different measure of inflation rate 

Total 

CPI 

(m.CPI) 

Non-oil 

CPI 

(m: NO) 

Production 

Variables 

Output 

Consumption 

Interest Rate 

Total Inflation 

Real Exchange 

Output 

Consumption 

Interest Rate 

Total Inflation 

Rate 

Real Exchange Rate 

Output 

Consumption 

Standard Deviations HP filter 

mm = 0.5 

1.0399 

3.864 

0.66 

0.998 

1.6149 

1.0398 

3.8675 

0.6541 

1.002 

1.6173 

1.0383 

3.9521 

" > , „ = ! 

1.052 

3.7925 

0.7943 

0.9014 

1.5716 

1.0508 

3.7979 

0.7827 

0.909 

1.5765 

1.0362 

3.944 

® „ = l - 5 

1.0836 

3.7481 

0.9125 

0.8097 

1.528 

1.0805 

3.7537 

0.8974 

0.8203 

1.5351 

1.044 

3.9365 

Inflation 

(m.H) 

Interest Rate 

Total Inflation 

Real Exchange Rate 

0.5451 

1.0907 

1.6751 

0.5573 

1.0908 

1.7005 

0.573 

1.0957 

1.7297 
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Table 13 Statistics for the calibrated model with different oil share in 
consumption 

Variable 

Output 

Consumption 

*>. 

K<f 

1.0578 

4.2034 

Standard Deviation HP-Filtered 

= 0.25 

K>y° 

1.0278 

4.1687 

K<y° 

1.7615 

4.5206 

&. = 0.99 

K>y° 

1.4897 

3.8686 
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Figure 10 Effect of oil price shock with fixed exchange rate 
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Figure 11 Effect of oil price shock with response to overall CPI 
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Figure 12 Effect of oil price shock with response to non-oil CPI 
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Figure 13 Effect of oil price shock with response to domestic inflation 
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Appendix C 

a. Mathematical Derivation 

Assumptions: 

d) The economy is small in the sense that it cannot influence the foreign non-oil 

price level. 

e) Oil is imported from other countries for domestic production; households also 

consume oil directly. 

f) The foreign price level is composed of oil price and non-oil goods price which is 

constant over time. 

Households 

Similar to the previous chapters, the households consume baskets of 

differentiated domestic and foreign goods (which are both tradable and indexed by j). 

The consumption bundle of household j however, is given by 

(ci) c,(j) = 

where C0, represents oil consumption, and CNOl is a bundle of non-oil 

consumption which constitutes by domestic and foreign goods, K represents oil 

share in consumption basket, and parameter rj is the elasticity of substitution 

between oil and non-oil consumption. The composition of the non-oil consumption 

is the same as before, which is given by 

(C2) cMi ~(rVpctf'>+(i-y)Vpc£/i>y'"] 
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From equation (CI), I need to maximize C, subject to the following 

constraintM = Pm jCm, +£,/** C()l, where M is fixed expenditure between oil and 

non-oil goods. 

The Lagrangian equation indicates 

i . tf'C™* H\-Kf"c%^y>^") -MPNo,cmj +e,p;.,c0., -M) 

then there are 

(Cla) C^Kx">C^=\Pm, 

(Clb) C^W-KfCZ"'^^, 

(Clc) M = PNOlCNO,+elP'C0:l 

From equation (Cla) and (Clb), there is 

Then consumption on oil in terms of non-oil goods can be expressed as 

(Cld) C 0 , = ( I ^ ) C J W , ( % - ) ' ' 
K £,"o,i 

Substitute (Cld) into (Clc), there is 

(C3) PNO£m.,+£,PoA<}—)cmA^-n = M 
* E,Po,, 

=> {KPff + (1 - K)(£,P(;i)
i'n}CN0 , = -jf-

"NO .1 

Since r / £ + (e,P0,, f 0 - * ) = fT", I have F°*>CMt = ~ 

M 
With— = C,, 1 can obtain the optimal allocation between domestic goods and 

i 

foreign goods which is given by 
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(C4) Cm)l(j) = (\-K) 

(C5) C(h,(j) = K 

f p V " 
rNU,l c,{j) 

f ' V £Po,, 

. P. 
c,U) 

Analogously, the optimal composition of non-oil consumption by minimizing the 

cost of goods consumption basket, PHlCHl (y') + PFlCFl (j) subject to equation (88), 

The optimal allocation between home and foreign goods are given by 

(C6) cHj=r 
rH,l 

P 
\ £No,l J 

("NO.I'^F.I ~ ' ' y) 

rh,l 

P 
V 'NO.i ) 

c, 

The consumption-based price index (CPI), and the non-oil (or core consumption) 

consumption price index are given by 

(C7) P, K{ep;)lf
n
 +0-K)P'NZ 

i 
I-IJ 

(C8) ^«(tfJ7+(i-r)/£') \n-p 

With the above settings, the representative domestic households is similar as 

before, the households maximizes EI^P'U(CI,NI) according to the same 
1=0 

budget constraint, P,C, + Bl+] = W,N, + (l + /,) B, +1, 

Different Inflation Target, Terms of Trade and Real Exchange Rate 

With household's consumption bundle, three different inflation targets are overall 

P P 
CPI inflation, nt = —*- , non-oil CPI inflation, nN0, = — ^ - , and production 

P/-1 "N(),1-\ 
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inflation, n„ . = — — . 
rH,l-\ 

The terms of trade are still defined as the price of the imported good relative to 

the price of the domestic good. 

P F P' 
( C 9 ) < > , = ^ - = ^ -

P P 

The real exchange rate is then defined as 

£ P' 
(CIO) e'm^L. 

P, 

Since oil is included in the consumption basket, the relationship between terms 

of trade and real exchange rate is changed, specifically 

eP" E P' 
(C13) er,m^-*^J-

P P 

Steady State 

d) A variable with bar on top means the steady state. 

e) I normalize the price level in both home and foreign country in steady state. 

f) Assume bonds are in zero supply. 

The equilibrium in the domestic goods market requires: 

(C12) CH+C'H=Y 

From equation (C4) and equation (C5), there is 

(C13) co=[j^Cm 

Log-linearized model 

From equation (C8), with the definition of inflation, the non-oil inflation can be 

described by 
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(Ci4) ftw,=r&*,+(i-r)(^,-2v,,_,) 

From equation (C3) and (C2), domestic demands on home and foreign goods are 

described by 

(C15) cHl = p{\-y)s, +cNOl;dFl = -pys, +cNO, 

Domestic oil consumption and non-oil consumption are given by 

(C16) cmi =TjKrsl+T}K(l-r°)p'0j +c, 

(C17) 60l =-n(l-K)[(\-y°)p0j+yS,] + d, 

Log-linearize equation (CI2) implies 

(CI8) Fv, =CHCH,I+CHCH,I 

From equation (9) and equation (10), the log-linearized version of real exchange rate 

is given by 

(C19) q,=y{\-K)s,-(\-y0)Kp0l 

The detailed calculation is given by 

9, = P,., -P,= Pr., ~(1 -«")PNO,, -K(S, + P'OJ) = PF,, -(1 - K ) [ y p H l + (1 - y ) p F l ~ \ - K ( £ , + p()l) 

= p,-., - 0 - K){-rl + PF,, )-*(*» +&,<) = x 0 - *)»«+ KPF.< -*(«,+Po./) 

= x(l-«r)l,-(l-y0)icpo, / 
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Appendix C (Continued) 

b. Attached Matlab Code 

Endogenous Variables: pFl,/,,.?,, c,, 7?,, i w , , nNlSl,i,,e', y,,b,,«,, ike, 

Exogenous Variables: p\u,X*,y*,at 

%% SETTING PARAMETERS: 

alpha =0.7; % 

beta =0.96; % 

gama =0.6; % 

gama_o=0.01; % 

theta=6; % 

phi =0.75; % 

chi =0.5; % 

psi =3; % 

sigma =1.01; % 

omega_pi=1.5; % * 

omega_y =0; % 

omega_e =0.25; % 

om_pi =(l-chi)*omega_pi; % 

om_y =(l-chi)*omega_y; % 

om_e =(l-chi)*omega_e/(l-omega_e); % 

mc_bar =(theta-l)/theta; % 

mu =(l-phi)*(l-beta*phi)/phi; % 

rho =1.01; % 

rho_o =0.8; % 

rhoa =0.85; % 

rho_yf =0.9; % 

rho_if =0.8; % 

sigma_if =1.3785; % 

sigma_po=1.51; % 

sigma_a =1; % 

sigma_yf=l; % 

kappa =0.03; % 

lamda_a =alphaAalpha*(l-alpha)A(l-alpha)*mc_bar; % 

lamda_b =(( l-( l-alpha)*mc_bar)/alpha/mc_bar)A(sigma*alpha/( 1-sigma)); % 

lamda_c =(l-sigma)/alpha/(psi+sigma); % 

n_bar =(lamda_a/!amda_b)Alamda_c; % 
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c_bar =C(1-(l-alpha)*mc_bar)*n_barA(psi+l)/alpha/mc_bar)A(l/(l-sigma));% 

ch_bar =gama*(l-kappa) *c_bar; 

cf_bar =( 1 -gama)*( 1 -kappa)* c_bar; 

y_bar =n_barA(psi+1 )*c_barAsigma/alpha/mc_bar; 

o_bar =y_bar-c_bar; 

chf_bar =cf_bar+o_bar+kappa*c_bar; 

VQ 

% 

% 

% 

%% DECLARING THE MATRICES: 

VARNAMES = [ 'import price 

'terms of trade 

'interest rate 

'total consumption 

'oil price 

'nominal exchange rate 

'domestic inflation 

'real exchange rate 

'nonoil inflation 

'output 

'labor 

'oil in production 

'marginal cost 

'total inflation 

'oil price shocks 

'technology 

'foreign output 

'foreign interest rate 

\%1 XI 

', %2 X2 

', %3 X3 

', %4 X4 

',%5 X5 

', %6 X6 

\%7 Yl 

\%8 Y2 

', %9 Y3 

', %10 Y4 

', %I1 Y5 

',%12 Y6 

', %13 Y7 

', %14 Y8 

',%15 Zl 

',%16 Z2 

',%17 Z3 

'] %18 Z4 

%% EQUATIONS: 

%% NON-EXPECTATIONAL EQUATIONS: 

%(1) 

%(2) 

%(3) 

%(6) 

%(8) 

%(9) 

%(10) 

%(11) 

%(12) 

%(13) 

%(14) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(1 -gama)* s(t)-( 1 -gama)*s(t-1 )-pino(t)+pih(t) 

p^t)-e(t)-gama_o*po(t) 

q(t)+kappa*(l-gama_o)*po(t)-gama*(l-kappa)*s(t) 

pino(t)-gama*pih(t)-( 1 -gama)*pflt)+( 1 -gama)*pl(t-1) 

pi(t)-kappa* e(t)+kappa*e(t-1 )-kappa* po(t)+kappa* po(t-1)-(1 -kappa) * pino(t) 

mc(t )-sigma* c(t)-(psi+1 )* n(t )+y(t)-( 1 -gama)* s(t) 

i(t)-om_pi*pino(t)-om_e*e(t)-om_y*y(t)-chi*i(t-l) 

y_bar*y(t)-ch_bar*c(t)-chf_bar*yf(t)-(rho*(l-gama)*(chflbar+ch_bar))*s(t) 

po(t)-rho_o*po(t-1 )-pos(t) 

y(t)-a(t)-alpha*n(t)-(l-alpha)*op(t) 

(psi+l)*n(t)-gama*s(t)+sigma*c(t)-(l-gama_o)*po(t)-op(t) 
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%% EXPECTATIONAL EQUATIONS: 

%(4) 0 = E_t{ i(t)-if(t)-e(t+l)+e(t) } 

%(5) 0 = E_t{ c(t+l)-c(t)-l/sigma*i(t+l)+l/sigma*pi(t+l) } 

%(7) 0 = E_t{ pih(t)-beta*pih(t+l)-mu*mc(t) } 

%% EXOGENOUS EQUATIONS: 

%(15) pos(t+l) = 0*pos(t)+ iidShock(t+l); with E_t {iidShock(t+l) }=0 

% (16) if(t+l) = rho_if*if(t)+ iidShock(t+l); with E_t {iidShock(t+l) }=0 

%(17) a(t+l) = rho_a*a(t)+iidShock(t+l);withE_t { iidShock(t+l) }=0 

%(18) yf(t+l) = rho_yf*yf(t)+ iidShock(t+l); with E_t { iidShock(t+I) }=0 

%% FIND MATRICES FOR FORMAT: 

%0 = AA*X(t)+BB*X(t-l)+CC*Y(t)+DD*Z(t) 

% A A 11x6 

% BB 11x6 

% CC 11x8 

% DD 11x4 

%0 = E_t{ FF*X(t+l)+GG*X(t)+HH*X(t-l)+JJ*Y(t+l)+KK*Y(t)+LL*Z(t+l)+MM*Z(t) } 

% FF 3x6 

% GG 3x6 

% HH 3x6 

% JJ 3x8 

% KK 3x8 

% LL 3x4 

% MM 3x4 

%Z(t+l) = NN*Z(t)+epsilon(t+l), with E_t{epsilon(t+l)}=0 

% NN 4x4 

AA=zeros(ll,6); 

AA(l,2)=(l-gama); 

AA(2,1)=1 ; 

AA(2,6)=-1 ; 

AA(2,5)=-gama_o; 

AA(3,5)=kappa*(l-gama_o); 

AA(3,2)=-gama*(l-kappa); 

AA(4,l)=-(l-gama); 
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AA(5,6)—kappa; 

AA(5,5)=-kappa; 

AA(6,4)—sigma; 

AA(6,2)=Ml-gama); 

AA(7,3)=1 ; 

AA(7,6)—om_e; 

AA(8,4)=-ch_bar; 

AA(8,2)=-(rho*( 1 -gama)*(chf_bar+ch_bar)); 

AA(9,5)=1 ; 

AA(11,2)—gama; 

AA(ll,4)=sigma; 

AA(ll,5)=-(l-gama_o); 

display (AA); 

BB=zeros(ll,6); 

BB(l,2)=-(l-gama); 

BB(4,l)=(l-gania); 

BB(5,6)=kappa; 

BB(5,5)=kappa; 

BB(7,3)=-chi; 

BB(9,5)=-rho_o; 

display (BB); 

CC=zeros(ll,8); 

CC(1,3)=-1 ; 

CC(1,1)=1 ; 

CC(3,2)=1 ; 

CC(4,3)=1 ; 

CC(4,l)=-gama; 

CC(5,8)=1 ; 

CC(5,3)=-d-kappa); 

CC(6,7)=1 ; 

CC(6,5)=-(psi+l); 

CC(6,4)=1 ; 

%CC(7,3)=-om_pi; % non-oil inflation 

%CC(7,l)=-om_pi; % domestic inflation 

CC(7,8)=-om_pi; % total inflation 

CC(7,4)=-om_y; 

CC(8,4)=y_bar; 

CC(10,4)=1 ; 

CC(10,5)^alpha; 

CC(10,6)=-(l-alpha); 
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CC(ll,5Mpsi+l); 

CC(11,6)^1 ; 

display (CC); 

dispCrankofCC); 

rank(CC) 

DD=zeros(U,4); 

DD(8,3)=-chf_bar; 

DD(9,1)=-1 ; 

DD(10,2)=M ; 

display (DD); 

FF=zeros(3,6); 

FF( 1,6^-1 ; 

FF(2,4)=1 ; 

FF(2,3)=-l/sigma; 

display (FF): 

GG=zeros(3,6); 

GG(1,3)=1 ; 

GG(1,6)=1 ; 

GG(2,4)=-1 ; 

display (GG); 

HH=zeros(3,6); 

display (HH); 

JJ=zeros(3,8); 

JJ(2,8)=l/sigma; 

JJ(3,l)-beta; 

display (JJ); 

KK=zeros(3,8): 

KK(3,1)=1 ; 

KK(3,7)=^mu; 

display (KK); 
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LL=zeros(3.4); 

display (LL); 

MM=zeros(3,4); 

MM(1,4)=-1 ; 

display (MM); 

NN=zeros(4,4); 

NN(1,1)=0; 

NN(4,4)=rho_if: 

NN(2,2)=rho_a; 

NN(3,3)=rho_yf; 

display (NN); 

Sigma=[sigma_poA2, 0, 0, 0 

0. sigma_aA2, 0, 0 

0, 0, sigma_iP2, 0 

0, 0, 0. sigma_yP2]; 

% SETTING OPTIONS: 

[l_equ,m_states] = size(AA); 

[l_equ,n_endog ] = size(CC); 

[l_equ,k_exog ] = size(DD); 

PERIOD =4; % number of periods per year, i.e. 4 for quarterly 

GNP_INDEX= 3 ;% Index of output among the variables selected for HP filter 

DO_SIMUL = 1; % Calculates simulations 

DO_HP_FILTER = 1 ; % 

DO_MOMENTS = 1; % Calculates moments based on frequency-domain methods 

%DO_ENLARGE=l; 

HP_SELECT = 1 :(m_states+n_endog+k_exog); % Selecting the variables for the HP Filter 

%IMPJOINT=0;IMP_SUBPLOT=1 ;IMP_SINGLE=1; 

%IMP_SELECT =[1:14 ]; % Vector with the indices of the variables to be plotted: all 

X variables 

% IMP_SELECT = [ 7 : 1 4 ]; % Vector with the indices of the variables to be plotted: all 

Y variables 

do_it; % Starts calculations 
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Appendix D 

I derive the second order approximation of the representative household's utility 

function. I assume that the monetary policy maker seeks to maximize the utility of 

the representative households following Gali and Monacelli (2005). 1 

assume a = 77 = // = 1 and use the following approximations repeatedly, 

(Dl) ! = * + I * 2
+ o ( H 3 ) + l 

where ol\\a\\ I represents terms that are of order higher than the third. 

The household's utility function to be approximated in a given period is 

(D2) U(C„N,)~? f - = l o g C , - ^ -
1-CT \+(p l + <p 

Taking the second order approximation to the representative household's utility 

function around the steady state, 1 have 

(D5) 

Equation (D5) can be writer as 

(D6) U, -U(C,N) = c, - t f ' + V ^ - O + P K +o(Nf) 

The flexible price equilibrium level of labor is 

r ^ "(«+c) 

(D7)N=l aMC l 

l-(l-a)MC\ 

Since the steady state is assumed to be efficient, the optimal allocation requires 

(D8) ^ + l = x ( l + <p(l-a)) 

The derivation of equation (D8) requires I assume that a = r\ = [i = 1. Then I have the 
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43 following expression' 

(D8a) C,=Y/(Y,')l'r 

The optimal allocation must maximize U (C,, N,) subject to equation (D8a) and the 

technology constraint. 

(D8b) Y,=A,N?0]-a 

And the efficient input allocation implies thatO, = - -C,Nf*x. Then equation 
a 

(D8b)can be written as 

(D8c) Y,=A,\^-) c}-aN,;v°-a) 

The Lagrangian equation indicates 

L = logC,-f— + *1\ci-
l + <p 

A,\ — \C)-~N)+«x-> 
a 

r 

(T) 
, \ i -r 

Taking FOC with respect to C, and N,, respectively, there are 

(D8d) — = -A 
C, 

(D8e) -Nr[ = ̂ [rC,[l + (l-a)cp]] 

Equation (D8) can then be derived. 

Substitute equation (D8) back to equation (D6), there is 

(D9) u,-U(C,N) = c,-y[] + (p(\-a)]Zl-^y(\+(p)[\ + cp(\-cc)]ri?+o^a() 

From equation (D8c), I have 

(D10) Si=7yi+(\-r)y; 

From equation (D8c), I have 

Please refer to Gali and Monacelli (2005) for a detailed discussion. 
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(Dll) [!+*(!-«)]*-£*,+*, 

where y , = y,-y,, and y, is the equilibrium output level when price is flexible. 

Then equation (D9) can be written as 

(D,a, v,.u{c.R)---ri,-1^wy;,,, + o{l4) 

I adopt Gali and Monacelli's (2005) definition ofz,, where it is defined as the 

price dispersion term from the production function. Making use of Lemma 1 which 

shows that the price dispersion term is second order, then z, = — var(/>w,) + o(||a|| I. 

And then 1 follow Woodford (2003), there is 

(D13) i ^ v a r { ^ } = l £ « , ( + / i . / 7 . + o ( | | a | | 3 ) 

(\-S)(\-Bd>) 
where 0 = — ' and tJ.p. represents the "terms independent of policy", 

which include the exogenous and constant terms. 

From equations (D12) and (D13), the welfare function can be written as 

,DI4) w«•i{l|^+(T^|^)+"-''+''(H') 
Hence, welfare loss is 

(D,5, ^ . r ( | v ^ , J + _ ^ L _ v a r ( , „ . , ) j + ,,> + o(Wr) 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

5.1 Summary of Results 

This dissertation discusses the macroeconomic effects of oil price shocks in a 

small open economy. The contribution of the dissertation is three-fold. First, I use a 

dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) model to address the impact of oil 

price shocks under different exchange rate regimes which are rarely discussed in the 

current literature. The DSGE analysis overcomes the drawbacks of traditional VAR 

analysis, which lie in the lack of structural interpretation on the reduced form 

coefficient. I conduct sensitivity analysis with different degrees of flexibility in the 

exchange rate regimes, which partially explain the different responses of the 

economy to similar oil price shocks during the 1970s and after the 1980s. Second, it 

fills in the gap in the lack of theoretical examination on the relationship between oil 

price shocks and real exchange rate variations, which is generally studied empirically. 

As suggested by Zhou (1995), the changes in the real oil price have impact on the 

variations in real exchange rate. Third, I examine the different measures of inflation 

rate that the central bank could choose as its inflation target. The results indicate that 

the proper inflation target is crucial for the success of monetary policy. Also, my 

simulation results are consistent with Hamilton's (1983, 2004) empirical studies. The 

corresponding contractionary monetary policy is not the main reason for the 

stagflation in the 1970s. 
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My findings suggest that flexible exchange rate regimes better absorb oil price 

shocks. First, output, consumption, capital, and investment exhibit lower fluctuations 

under flexible exchange rate regime. Specifically, a small open economy benefits 

from initial currency appreciation, which induces lower input cost and inflation rate. 

The eventual depreciation of domestic currency can strengthen the competitiveness 

of home country product. The variations of output, consumption, and capital are 

lower in this case. On the other hand, under fixed exchange rate regime, the 

necessary adjustment in real exchange rates only can be generated with excess 

demand in the goods market due to the price stickiness in the short run. The process 

is then prolonged. This result is in favor of Friedman's (1953) hypothesis that the 

short-run output responses to shocks are smoother in floats than in fixed. Second, 

nominal and real exchange rates, terms of trade and domestic price are more volatile 

under flexible exchange rate regime, which indicate that the shifts of exchange rate 

regime may induce higher exchange rate fluctuations. 

Regarding the short-run dynamics of the macroeconomic aggregates, the 

simulations show that the model can duplicate the stylized facts documented by 

Broda(2004). Regarding the impact of oil price shocks, output, consumption, capital, 

and investment decrease when a positive oil price shock hits the economy. Domestic 

price, overall price, marginal cost, and nominal interest rate increase. Also, 

according to Mendoza (1995) and Backus (2000), real exchange rate and terms of 

trade are procyclical due to external oil price shocks. My model exhibits similar 

patterns. Since the empirical studies suggest that the oil share of output has 
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decreased after 1980s, my model shows that the variations in output decline with the 

reduced oil share in production. When I reduce the oil share of output in the 

extended model by introducing capital in the production, I can see the response of 

output is much smaller to the same magnitude of oil price shocks. 

Regarding the welfare effect of alternative monetary policies, I compare four 

monetary policy rules: a fixed exchange rate regime and three inflation indicators 

targeted by the central bank. I address the issue on which monetary policy is the 

optimal policy rule by analytically solving a welfare loss function. I find that the 

domestic price index is the most appropriate measure of inflation because it induces 

less welfare loss. 

5.2 Further Research 

It is worthwhile suggesting further avenues of research, which could benefit from 

the framework of this thesis. First, an extensive examination of other factors which 

account for the stagflation period in the 1970s can help us understand the whole 

story of the different responses of the economy. The credibility of the relative 

fiscal/monetary policy and the increased commodity price could all have impact on 

the macroeconomy. Since most emerging economies have large government sectors, 

the conduct of fiscal/monetary policy might affect the pass-through of the oil price 

shocks. Second, an empirical investigation on the role of changing exchange rate 

regimes in the adjustment of the economies against oil price shocks is also an 

important extension. I can use panel data of emerging economies since th«* shift of 
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exchange rate regimes certainly accounts for their responses against oil price shocks. 

Third, I can introduce wage rigidities into the model, which enable the study of the 

frictions in the labor market. The growth of nominal wages could also be an 

appropriate measure of inflation rate the central bank chooses to target. 
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